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Summary

Farm labor contractors (FLOs) have become increasingly important in California's agricultural

production. The number of farm workers employed by FLCs has more than doubled since 1978, and

wages have nearly quadrupled (in nominal dollars). To increase our understanding of the roles,

business practices, and concerns of contractors, this study was commissioned by the California State

Employment Development Department (EDD), with primary funding from the U.S. Department of
Labor (DOL).

The surveys for the study were conducted in five general areas of the state: Fresno County, San

Joaquin-Stanislaus Counties, the Desert region (mainly Imperial County), the South Coast region, and

the Central Coast region. Over 300 contractors, farm workers, and growers were interviewed based

on samples of employer records belonging to the EDD, the U.S. Department of Labor, and the
California Department of industrial Relations (DIR). Other data, such as those relating to payrolls, were

obtained from EDD employer files.

The following are highlights from the study:

All regions of California included in this study have experienced the increasing influence of

farm labor contractors. In some areas, such as the Salinas Valley, there is work through most

of the year, and the workforce is more settled and highly paid. FLCs are being used

increasingly there in seasonal and harvesting work. Citrus and vegetable workers in Ventura

County also tend to be more settled in the community and find work there through much of

the year. Where citrus packers once hired most workers through harvesting associations,

FLCs now are working mainly under contract with the growers, although some are employed

by the packing houses. In Fresno County, agricultural work is more highly seasonal and

diverse; consequently, there are more FLCs and many are responsible tor transporting

workers to and from the fields.

The payroll size among contractors varies significantly. Data from EDD employer tax files

indicate that more than 57 percent of the contractors had 1990 payrolls of less than

$250,000, and aggregate pay from these employers amounted to less than 10 percent of

total contractor payrolls. In contrast 14 percent of FLCs had payrolls of $1,000,000 or more

and over 60 percent of all contractor wages reported to EDD.



More than 80 pement of the FLCs interviewed were male and Hispanic. Nearly half were born

in the United States. Although they completed about an average of six years of schooling in

the U.S. or an average of three years of sctvol in Mexico, about a third had graduated from

U.S. high schools and 23 percent completed some college courses.

Those surveyed stated that they work as FLCs for an average of about nine months each

year. About one-third work throughout the year as contractors. Nearly 32 percent own farms,

28 percent are engaged in custom harvesting, and 23 percent are in the business of

transporting agricultural goods.

FLCs operate differently throughout the state. Annual income for 1990 improved more In

some regions than in others, and variations in peak season staffing and woricer turnover were

also observed. Differences among the areas were also found In the employment of foremen

and the handling of administrative tasks.

Most FLCs employ foremen or mayordomos to supervise their crews; however, administrative

tasks such as maintaining payrolls and other paperwork are handled by family members, hired

office staff, and/or outside professionals. A minority of the contractors, usually only in the

smallest operations, personally manage the administrative responsibilities.

A few of the very large FLC operations concentrate their business with a small number ofvery

large growers. The average number of customers served by contractors is 15; 70 percent of

the FLCs reported 12 or fewer customers.

Contractors state that growers employ FLCs primarily to reduce the amount of their

paperwork, to help recruit farm workers, and to reduce their production costs. More than 80

percent of the contractors do not have written contracts with their customers.

Competition for customers was expressed by many FLCs as a matter of increasing concern.

Many stated that there is "cutthroat '. competition, which includes other contractors charging

commission rates below actual costs.

Even though 80 percent of the FLCs contact some workers from the previous year to work in

the current season, only eight percent make the effort to call their workers in the off-season.

On the average, about half of a contractor's workforce is made up of returning employmi.

iv



Hiring by contractors is mostly accomplished through referrals by employees and

foremen/supervisors and by worker walk-ins.

More than haN of the contractors make most of the hiring decisions. The larger the operation,

the more likely thai foremen make the hiring decisions.

Eligibility to work in the United States was the only hiring criterion cited as being very important

by virtually all FLCs surveyed.

Most contractors do not keep written records of worker perfonnance.

-For 96 percent of the contractors, insurance companies were the primary source of'

information on workplace safety.

The government agencies most contacted for information or assistance were the DIR and

EDD.

Many contractors state that the lack of governmental enforcement of rules and regulations

puts honest FLCs at a competitive disadvantage since dishonest contractors are not caught.

Some federal and state enforcement agencies surveyed admit that the ick the resources to

maintain adequate workplace inspection programs.
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Farm Labor Contractors in California

A. Introduction

1 Purpose and Scope of this Study

Farm labor contractors (FLCs) are increasingly important in agricultural production. Business activity and

payrolls of FLCs have increased substantially since the late 1970s, while the proportion of labor performed

by farmers and family members and by workers whom they directly employ has declined.

Anecdotes and impressions about FLCs have been much more abundant than objective understanding

of their roles, business practices, and concerns. Who are these IndMduals, and where do they come

from? How are their businesses organized? How and where do they market their services? How do they

manage their employees? How do they deal with government regulation? What is their outlook on the
farm labor market?

This study, commissioned by the Labor Market Information Division of the California Employment

Development Department (EDD) and funded by the Employment and Training Administration, United

States Department of Labor, is designed to answer these questions. In April 1990, EDD formally stated its

intent to better understand the growing Importance of FLCs In the farm labor market and invited proposals

for research that would include a survey of FLCs. Other specifications stated in its Requestfor Proposals

were that the survey: (a) focus on business practices of FLCs; (b) be as wide-ranging as possible in

counties with significant agricultural employment; and (c) lead to recommendations on how FLC activities

can be more precisely reported to EDD.

EDD accepted the proposal submitted by the University of California Agricultural Personnel Management

Program, which was to subcontract with the California Institute for Rural Studies (CIRS) to coordinate data

collection, =duct field interviews, and dreft much of the final report. A project team was assembled to

combine the many different skills and abilities needed to complete respective parts of the endeavor.

The plan ot work went beyond requirements of the RIP in three key ways: (1) "Business practices" was

interpreted broadly to include FLC characteristics and perspectives as well as relations with their

customers (farm and packing house operators), employees (workers), and administrative agencies; (2)

Complementary surveys of workers and growers associated with some contractors in the main survey

sample were conducted to provide additional perspective on information from the FLCs; and (3) Funding

that had been obtained by CIRS for a study of FLC safety practices was used to expand survey coverage

from the proposed four regions to five and the number of FLC interviews from 120 to 180.

11



Survey content is reflected by the FLC questionnaire in Appendix 1. Findings presented in this report are

organized in sections that largely correspond to those of the questionnaire. The FLC population and our

methods for gathering data about it are discussed in section B, personal characteristics of FLCs in Section

C, business identity .and administration in Section D, market niche and grower relations in Section E,

personnel management and employee relations in Section F, and contact with government agencies in

Section G. Section H presents conclusions and recommendations.

2. Cum113.1a1Absadanimaaa

For well over 100 years farm labor contracting has been a labor market institution and a system of

independent ethnic intermediaries in California. Since the 1870s, when large numbers of Chinese

entered the farm labor force, its importance has risen and fallen with changes in the composition and

degree of organization of the farm workforce.1 Required to be licensed in California since 1951,

contractors were not regulated by federal law until 1963.

FLCs in California have reported substantially increased employment since 1978 (Figure A-1). Annual

average employment in Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code 0761, farm labor contractors, more

than doubled from 37,697 in 1978 to 77,299 in 1990. Correspondingly, annual payrolls (in nominal

dollars) of FLCs reporting under SIC Code 0761 have increased from approximately.$155 million in 1978

to nearly $580 million In 1990 (Figure A-2). Even corrected for inflation, the constant value wages paid by

farm labor contractors have risen by 78% (to un million in 1978 dollars). When FLCs who report wages

and employment under other SIC codes are considered, these totals are substantially greater.

1. For a historical analysis of agricultural labor supply in California, see Varden Fuller, Hired Hands in California's
Farm Fields, Giannini Foundation Special Report, University of California, June 1991. Background specifically
relating to FLCs is in Suzanne Vaupel and Philip Martin, Activity and Regulation of Farm Labor Contractors,
Giannini information Series No. 863, University of California, 1986.

2
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What has caused these Increases, particularly given the history of sometimes burdensome and restrictive

regulations applying specifically to FLCs? Clearly there is a strong demand for the services offered by

FLCs. Many growers apparently believe that FLCs relieve them of difficutties, uncertainties, and costs

associated with direct employment of workers. These beliefs are not unfounded.

Labor needs on California farms fluctuate greatly over the course of a year. In 1990, for example, reported

monthly agricultural employment ranged from a low of 337,357 in February to a high of 557,188 during

September.2. Although annual average employment was about 441,000 in both 1989 and 1990,

881,000 different persons held agricultural jobs in this state some time during the year.3 Most farm jobs

are temporary, and a large portion of workers who want any semblance of steady employment have to find

several jobs each year.

At the level of the individual farm, even a most disciplined manager cannot always make employment plans

far In advance. Vagaries of weather and the marketplace may unpredictably affect both how much and

when labor is needed on a farm. For many short term tasks, the farmers ideal labor supply would be

flexible, skilled, and abundant. But labor is supplied by people who have their own personal needs and

schedules, different sets of abilities, and limited information about job openings. FLCs serve the

economic functions of reducing personnel transactions and legal liabilities for growers and providing more

continuous earning opportunities for some workers.

Cultural and linguistic differences between California's farmers and the persons hired to perform farm work

compound the challenges of direct recruitment, selection, supervision, instruction, and other job-related

communication. Average age of farm operators in California is 55.6 years (fully 31 percent are over 65) and

only 4 percerf are of Spanish or Portuguese origin!' California's hired farm workforce hardly fits this

profile. A survey of hired farm workers in the San Joaquin Valley during summer 1989 found that 90

percent had been born in Mexico, their average age was 35 years, average years of schooling was 5.9,

and more than hatf were monolingual Spanish speakers.5 As ethnic intermediaries, FLCs and their hired

foremen rmayordomosl bridge gaps of culture as well as labor market information between farm

operators and workers. In addition, they often have better access to recent immigrants, who are more

likely to accept terms of employment that longer-term residents would shun.

2. These monthly totals include jobs reported under all agricultural Standard Industrial Classification codes.
Excluding the employment figures for cotton ginning, pet veterinary and non veterinary services, landscape,
gardening, and tree services, the farm job totals for February and September are 265,000 and 477.000.
Employment Development Department Report 882A Agricultural Employment, 1990.

3. Employment Development Department. California Agricultural Studies Series, Agricultural Employment Pattern
Study: 1989.

4. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, 1987 Census of Agriculture, VoL 1, Geographic Area Series,
State and County Data, Part 5 (California), AC87-A-5, July 1989.

5. Alvarado, Andrew J., et al, Agricultural Workers in Central California in 1989, California Employment Development
Department, 1990.

4
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Increased regulatory complexity and paperworic associated with agricultural employment have added to

reasons for contracting out seasonal labor tasks. The landmark Immigration Reform and Control Act of

1986 was only one source of legal liability raising costs and risks of direct employment for farmers.

Although growers and contractors may be deemed jointly liable for violations of many employee

protections, farm operators have reduced or eliminated exposure to some charges of wrongdoing by

using FLCs. Growers have also sought to avoid unionization through contracting, even though the

Agricuttural Labor Relations Act does not recognize FLCs as Independent employers.

Finally, FLCs offer many growers direct cost advantages and greater short-term flexibility in meeting their

labor needs. To the extent that FLCs can economize on wages and benefits, they can pass on some

savings to customers. In addition, contractual arrangements for specific tasks to be performed at

predictable cost impinge minimally on farm operators' decisions to alter production, technology, staffing,

and terms of employment in the future. In contrast, direct employment may resemble to some farmers

more of a fixed overhead than variable operatiag cost.

A previous statewide survey of FLCs in California was conducted by the Department of Industrial Relations

in 1947.6 This work found many abusive conditions associated with the worst of farm employment.

Intense competition among contractors had led many to cut costs by paying sub minimum wages and to

raise their personal incomes by charging workers exorbitantly for housing, board, transportation, and

equipment. Recent news stories have described some contractors and other farm employers currently

persisting in such practices.7

This study, however, adds to evidence of a sector of FLCs who are committed to their profession, abide

by the laws, and try to conduct their business fairly in relation to employees as well as customers. While

numerous studies have shown the agricultural industry to be diverse and variegated by crop, region, and

size of production entity, there has been no systematic mapping of the heterogeneous FLC population.

We believe that the present study is unmatched in breadth or depth by any other research on farm labor

contractors. It reports almost exclusively on the data collected in this project from FLCs themselves.

Findings from the supplementary surveys of growers and workers will be the focus of a subsbquent study.

6. Alan Mee, Farm Labor Contractors in California, Draft Report to the Labor Commissioner, Department of
Industrial Relations, State of California, 1948.

7. For example, 'Fields of Pain," a series published by the Saaamento Bee, Deoember 1991.
5



B. The FLC Population and Survey Sample

1. Defining the Population of Farm Labor Contract=

How many FLCs are there in California? The answer varies with definitions and data sources. Information

from governmental agencies is used in the present study both to provide measures of FLC population
stze and to supplement the collected survey data.

FLCs have reporting obligations over and above those that generally apply to other employers. All FLCs

and their employees who perform FLC activity (mainly field supervisors and foremen) are required to
register with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL). Before doing business in California, FLCs must also

obtain a license from the Labor Commissioner, California Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) and

register with the Agricuitural Commissioner, California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) in each

county where they operate. Not all the same persons are required to both register with DOL and obtaina
license from DIR.

California law defines a farm labor contractoras:8

". . . any person who, for a fee, employs workers to render personal services in connection with the

production of any farm products to, for, or under the direction of a third person, or who recruits, solicits,

supplies, or hires workers on behalf of .an employer engaged in the growing or producing of farm

products, and who for a fee, provides in connection therewith one or more of the following services:

furnishes board, lodging, or transportation for such workers; supervises, times, checks, counts, weighs,

or othenvise directs or measures their work; or disburses wage payments to such persons.*

Day-haulers, who transport farm workers to their jobs, are specifically subject to the FLC license

requirement! Custom harvesters, who provide labor as well as machinery for a particular task, are also

required to be licensed as FLCs.

The federal Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act of 1983 (MSPA) defines farm labor

contractor differently than California law:10

8. Cal. Labor Code sec. 1682.
9. A day hauler is 'any person employed by a farm labor contractor to transport, by motor vehicle, workers to render

personal services in connection with the production of any farm products for, or under direction of, a third party."
Cal. Labor Code sec. 1682.3.

10. 29 USC sec. 1802.
6
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".. . any person, other than an agricultural employer, an agricuitural association, or an employee of an

agricultural employer or agricultural association, who, for any money or other valuable consideration paid or
promised to be paid, performs any farm labor contracting actNity."

Farm labor contracting activity consists of "recruiting, soliciting, hiring, employing, furnishing, or
transporting any migrant or seasonal agricultural worker."

Virtually all employers In California are required to pay unemployment insurance (UI) taxes quarterly,

including a report of wages paid in the quaner and the number of persons on the payroll during a given

pay period each month, with the Employment Development Department (EDD). EDD provided for this

study computer-readable records on all empkn..rs filing Ul during 1990 under standard industrial

classification (SIC) code 0761, whiGh is designated for labor contractors. DOL provided records of all

California farm labor contractors registered, and the state DIR supplied data on FLC licensees.11 Since

the requirement to register with county Agricultural Commissioners did not take effect until 1991, data
were not requested from CDFA.

Parts of the records from the three agencies were electronically merged into a single file. Analysis of the

merged list of contractors revealed many inconsistencies in basic identification dataon the same entity. A

majority of the merged records contained at least one error in name, address, city name, zip code, or other

item. Some of the errors were obviously from simple transcription mistakes. Others may have been

caused by interiultural misunderstanding, such as failure to recognize and properly record a double

Hispanic surname.12 English-only forms for reporting and licensing of largely Spanish-speaking

contractors have no doubt contributed to inaccuracies in files.

There were also many cases of the same entity being identified differently by two or all three of the

agencies. Use of different names (individual and/or business) in reporting to respective agencies is often

the source of such complication. Numerous entities reported corporate or fictitious business names to

EDD and an individual nameor a different business nameto DOL, DIR, or both. Careful comparison and

11. Data obtained from these agencies included (1) from DOL federal registration records: name of business or
principal; DBA name; address; contractor name; social security or federal employer ID number; estimated crew
size; authorization to provide housing or transportation; registration expiration date; (2) from DIR state licensing
records: name of business or principal; address; license number; license expiration date; base county; anti '3)
from EDD unemployment insurance payment records: name of business or principal; address; social secuniy or
federal employer ID number; EDD employer II) number, total payroll each calendar quarter; employment each
month (persons on payroll in pay period which includes the 12th day of the month); standard industrial
classification (SIC) code.

12. Use of such surnames, composed of the fathers surname followed by the mother's, is common. Consider, for
example, Maricela Aguilar Maldonado. Aguilar is the surname of Mance la's father, Maldonado of her mother. The
clerk creating an agency record from a handwritten form might enter Merles la Aguilar, Mance la Maldonado,
Marice la Maldonado Aguilar, or some other permutation.

7
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matching of data fields (mostly addresses) in the source files led to the merging of many such records in

this analysis.

The resulting merged file of 3,580 records includes FLCs who were represented in the 1990 Wes from at

least one of EDD, DOL, and DIR, as described above. Since all matchable records may not have been

Identified, the sizes shown in Table B-1 for the merged file as well as individual agency files should be

considered as upper bounds on the actual number of records in each.

Table B-1. Size of Agency Files on California Farm Labor Contractors, 1990

FLC Record Number

Federal Registrants (DOL) 2,896
State License Holders (DIR) 1,136
Employers Reporting Ul Under SIC code 0761 (EDD) 1,080
Combined Total (in one or more of the three files) 3,580

A farm labor contractor may be officially recognized as such from its registering with DOL, obtaining a

license from DR, or filing Ul under the 0761 SIC code. Do the same people, or entities, do all three?

Figure B-1 shows that while a total of 3,580 do any, only806 (14 percent) do all. There are many who pay

Ul under 0761 but are neither registered nor licensed (372), many who are licensed but not registered

(312), and a great many who are registered but not licensed (2,072).

Federal registrants who do not possess state licenses are not necessarily out of compliance with state law.

DOL requires supervisory employees of FLCs to register in an "FLCE" (E for employee) designation, and

those who work for more than one contractor to register as FLCs themselves.

The foremen and crew leaders who register as FLCs are indistinguishable on the DOL list of registered

FLCs from contractors who are not also employees. Though registered with DOL, these foremen are not

generally required to obtain a California license or to report to EDD. We neither requested nor received a

list of FLCEs from DOL.

e
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There are other reasons for names not appearing on all three agency lists. First, records referring to some

of the same entities may have had entries in the respective files too different for us to confidently match

and merge, including apparent cases of different family members who run a single business and

collectively meet all reporting requirements but under their respectively different names. Second, many

FLC reports to EDD are collected under SICs other than 0761. Reports from farmers who also run FLC

operations, for example, are usually under a crop code. Reports from some FLCs with other businesses

may be under such SICs as fam, management companies, machine harvesters, and truckers. Some FLCs

are simply misclassified under such codes as 0723, °Crop Services? Reporting under different codes can

explain many of the 318 names which are on both DOL and DIR lists but not on the EDD list under code

0761.

Finally, some persons who perform labor contracting activity may simply fail to meet the legal requirements

to register, obtain a license, or report wages to EDD. Those who do none of the three fall outside the

overlapping circles of Figure B-1 and add to the total of 3,580 known entities.

9
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Primary data for this study were collected through three related interview surveys of labor contractors, their

employees, and their client farm operators in five agricultural regions of California. More than 300

interviews were conducted, including 180 of FLCs, 92 of workers, and 30 of growers. Sampling was

designed to obtain FLC respondents from all three agency lists (DOL registration, DIR licenses, EDD

reports under SIC 0761) as well as some appearing on none of them.

Location and firm size were the two other factors considered systematically in drawing the survey sample.

EDD files indicate that total FLC payroll for 1990 was distributed across standard reporting regions as

follows: San Joaquin Valley, 58.7 percent; South Coast, 14.8 percent; Central Coast, 12.2 percent;

Desert, 10.3 percent; Sacramento Valley, 3.3 percent; other regions, 0.7 percent.

Balancing Interests in representativeness and largest possible sample size with needs to stay within a

fixed budget, we chose to concentrate the interviews in regions containing most of the FLC activity in

California. The 180 interviews were allocated in six sets of 30, three sets for the San Joaquin Valley and

one each for the South Coast, Central Coast, and Desert regions.

The San Joaqiiin Valley interviews were distributed between the southern and northern parts of the

Valley. Fresno County, because of the large proportion of FLCs registered and conducting business

there, was selected to represent the southern section as the 'Fresno" survey region, and two sets of 30

interviews were allocated to it. The set of northern San Joaquin Valley interviews was assigned to San

Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties, the San Joaquin" region in this study. The three other survey regions

are: °Imperial," Including Imperial and part of Riverside Counties, and nearby Arizona; 'Ventura," including

Ventura and part of Santa Barbara Counties; and 'Monterey," including parts of Monterey, San Benito and

Santa Cruz Counties.

Within each study region the sample was stratified to the extent possible by business size, because larger

contractors are far more important than their relative share in the population, as indicated by analysis of

FLC payroll and employment data in the Ul file. A clear majority (58 percent) of labor contractors had 1990

payrolls less than $250,000, but they accounted for only 10 percent of aggregate pay and 13 percent of

employment by FLCs (see Figure B-2). Bigger operations have disproportionately large shares of

aggregate wage payments and employment. The largest 14 percent of FLCs (with annual payrolls of

$1,000,000 or more) account for three of five wage dollars and more than half of overall FLC

to
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employment.13 This pattern is similar to the distribution of total agricultural production across farm size
groups.
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Number of FLCs in California, by Ul-reported payroll size, and their aggregate wages are shown in Figure

B-3. Aggregate employment by size is shown in Figure B-4. As indicated in Figure B-5, not only average

employment but also average annual wages per job vary directly with size of FLC business. The smallest
FLCs pay less than two-thirds of what the largest do for an average full-time equivalent job (which may be

held by multiple persons over the course of the year).

We tried to select one-third of the sample from each of three size groups in every survey region.
Reported payrolls in the Ul file were used as the basis for stratifying FLCs on the EDD list. Contractors

appearing on the DR or DOL but not EDD lists could not be stratified by size.

In sampling FLCs who operated illegally, the first issue was whom to include in the population. A first

criterion used was not having a state license issued by the Department of industrial Relations. Federal

registration with DOL is supposed to be prerequisite to obtaining a DIR license.

13. This relative concentration of hobs in the larger firms holds throughout the year. Only in September was monthly
employment reported by the smaller (86 percent of) FLCs as much as half the total.
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The state definition of who must obtain an FLC license is broad and includes day-haulers. Since this study

centers on business practices, we excluded from survey consideration unlicensed operators who deal

only with workers and have no direct business relationships with grower and packing house customers.
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Figure B-5. Average Employment per FLC and Wages per Employee, by FLC Payroll
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Attemcits to interview unregistered contractors met little success, and budgetary limits prevented us from

further pursuits. Searches for 41 named persons led to interviews of seven unlicensed FLCs and two

FLCs who were later found to be licensed. Of the remaining names, 16 were foremen who did not meet

our second criterion (business relation with grower) for inclusion as an unlicensed FLC, 14 could not be

found, and two refused to be interviewed.

The plan for obtaining data from different perspectives was to conduct interviews of two growerS and four

workerstwo from each of two crews--associated with each of four FLCs interviewed in every region (plus

an additional four in Fresno, which had an RC sample twice as large as the other regions). Logistical

problems combined with budgetary constraints kept us from fully realizing this design. In some cases

fewer growers or FLC employees were interviewed, or growers and workers related to the same contractor

could not be reached. Of the intended 24 FLCs for whom this process was to be carried out, workers

were interviewed for 23 of them and growers for 20. In all, 92 workers and 30 growers were interviewed.

The original survey design had further specified that FLCs whose workers and growers were to be

surveyed would include two licensed and two unlicensed contractors in each region. Since unlicensed

FLCs were not interviewed in all regions, we were unable to fulfill this expectation. Of the 23 FLCs for

whom associated workers and growers were interviewed, three (13 percent) were unlicensed.
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Additional description of sampling procedures, the search for unlicensed FLCs, and other aspects of

methodology are presented in Appendix 2.

3. ileg8128DIaliaLIDALSIML.Salillift

Distribution of the sample over the various combinations of agency listing status is shown in Figure B-6. A

majority of FLCs interviewed (99) were on all three lists. Five appeared on none.

The present survey was designed to sample large, medium and small FLCs equally within each region. By

size of annual payroll reported in interviews, the sample ranges from $10,000 to $15 million and divides

roughly into thirds at the quarter-million and million dollar payroll levels (see Figure B-7). Somewhat less

than a third (27 percent) of FLCs said that they had 1990 payrolls under $250,000, slightly more than a

third (38 percent) that they had payrolls from $250,000 to $1 million, and a similar portion (36 percent)

payrolls over $1 million.
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Note, however, that classifying respondents by size according to Ul file data (rather than interview

responses) shifts the distribution to the left. The Ul records show substantially lower payroll figures than

FLCs themselves reported in personal interviews (see section D and Appendix 3).
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Difficulties in locating FLCs on the random sample list necessitated use of the reserve list and possibly

introduced a bias towards more established or °visible" FLCs. In arranging 180 FLC interviews, we

attempted to contact a total of 418 names from the sample and reserve lists. Not counting 23 duplicates in

this total, one-third of the different persons or entities on the lists could not be located. Most of them (1)

had no phone number or had disconnected service; (2) had a post office box as their address of record in

agency files; and (3) were not known to EDD Agribusiness Representatives or other FLCs in the area.

(See discussion in Appenoix 2, section 3.a on efforts to locate FLCs.) These "invisible FLCs" are

underrepresented in the present study.

Refusals to cooperate in the survey were much less of a problem. Only five percent of all FLCs reached

did not agree to an interview, and some of them explained that their not participating was due to business

or personal necessity. A few FLCs were scheduled to be out of town when interviewers were in the

region or were too busy with peak seasonal activity. One was in the hospital, and others had family

emergencies.
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4. jntewlewer Observations of Farm Labor Markets In the Study Regions

Imatadal

This labor market serves growers as far away as Tucson, providing workers that supplement local

residents. The Imperial labor force Is largely settled, though not all in the immediate vicinity. Most

seasonal workers live in Mexicali and are hired or picked up at the border In Calexico on a daily basis.

Though most workers have legal work authorizatkm, few can afford to live in the U.S.

A typical worker living in Mexicali awakens at 1:00 or 2:00 A.M. and travels to the border. About one-half

the workers live in the city of Mexicali and the other half In its surrounding area. Those who live in the

countryside often have to take two buses to the border and then wait In line to cross, a journey which can

take hours.

Once across the border, workers congregate in parking lots along the main streets of Calexico, where

buses, vans, and cars of crew leaders (mayordomos) arrive in pre-arranged meeting places. Typically, the

mayoral:10 has a roster naming people to be hired for the crew. Buses are entered first by workers

whose names are on the roster, then filled up immediately with people who are waiting. Workers who

arrive late run the risk of losing their }ohs. As soon as the crew is full, the bus leaves.

The ride to such distant worksites as Tucson or Coachella may last three hours. Buses for these areas

leave as early as 4:00 AM. Many fields in the Imperial Valley, however, are close by, and the ride to them is

short. Distance to the job Is important to workers assessing its desirability, since travel time is not paid.

Work typically starts at 7:00 A.M. In the winter and ends around 2:00 or 3:00 P.M., followed by a ride back

to Calexico. Mayordornos distribute checks daily for the previous day's work. Workers then cash their

checks, often paying a 1 percent fee to obtain pesos, wait in line to cross the border, and travel home.

Long-time workers express great bitterness at being paid $4.25 or $4.50 per hour to harvest lettuce or do

some similar job which used to pay much more. Several workers also noted a growing reluctance of

Mexicali residents to migrate north with the crops, which would tend to increase their participation (and

competition for jobs) in the Calexico labor market. However, three of the four FLCs for whom we

interviewed workers took crews of workers to other parts of California, such as Salinas and the San

Joaquin Valley.
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In an earlier period, nvel hiring was direct by growing and harvesting firms, which owned fleets of buses to

transport the workers. Today most field employmnt is through larm labor contractors. An interesting

aspect of the Imperial market is the large size of FLCs and the relative independence of mayordomos.

Mayordomos work for different FLCs, depending on who has work available. Like the workers, they

sometimes find new employers on a daily basis. The FLC tells the mayordomo where the job is and how

big a crew is needed. The mayordomo hires the workers, transports them, and supervises in the field.

Detachment of FLCs from workers is generally greater in Imperial than other regions.

An lin

As with Imperial, the farm labor market on the south coast has restructured around greater use of FLCs,

particularly In citrus harvest. The citrus packing houses used to hire and transport most workers through

harvesting associations. FLCs now work mainly under contract with the growers, although some are hired

and paid by packing houses.14 A few ranches with large acreage have set up as independent companies

"captive ace that harvest chiefly or solely for them.

Most dtrus workers live in the Santa Paula area year-round. Citrus work lasts much of the yearlemons are

picked for 11 months, so the labor force that performs it tends to be settled, and many workers have been

in the industry for a long time.

There is also considerable work done by FLCs on the Oxnard plain in vegetables, such as celery and

broccoli. This work is now most commonly paid on an hourly basis, and it employs largely a settled labor

force IMng in Oxnard.

Monterey

The Salinas Valley has traditionally been an agricultural region with relatively high wages and union-

influenced terms of employment. Production is year-round, and a settled labor force has developed in the

area. Workers report being discouraged by their employers from taking time off to visit or return to Mexico.

There was a major shift in the 1980s from direct employment to use of FLCs. Long-term residents say that

wages and job security have decreased. While farm labor contractors have long been hired for seasonal

and supplemental work, such as hoeing and thinning, they have been increasingly used in harvesting

work.

14. Jack Lloyd, Philip L Martin, and John Mamer, The Ventura Citrus Labor Market, Giannini Information Series No.
88-1, Universky of California, 1988.
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Although Fresno agriculture is extremely diverse, the seasonal fluctuations in demand for farm labor are

great. The seasonality and volume of agricuttural production have led to higher turnover of workers and

more new arrivals in the labor force. The FLCs in the area have evolved to deal with this reality. FLCs and

their foremen and other employees are largely responsible for transportation of seasonal workers. A

widespread system of "raiteros" has displaced virtually all other forms of transportation to the fields for
workers.

Unlike in the coastal regions, the increased use of FLCs in this area seems unrelated to experience or

threat of unionization for the most part. Contractors have become ftrportant in such highly seasonal tasks

as raisin grape harvesting, which never experienced unionization. In tree fruit harvesting, FLCs are used

as supplemental to packing house-hired crews, although some firms rely on FLCs for their entire
operations, including packing house work.

Baallsmaula

This area appears to be least affected by changing use of FLCs. Contractors have been used for many

years to harvest tree fruit and perform other seasonal tasks. The growers interviewed reported long-

standing use of contractors for these tasks. Workers in fresh tomato harvesting have been the principal

focus of union organizing efforts in the region. There has been a shift from shipper-hired crews to

contractors in this crop. Smaller family farms have been little affected by union activity.

A locally settled labor force works in tomatoes and some tree fruit. Many migrating workers come to work in

this area during apricot and cherry picking seasons.
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C. Characteristics and Backgrounds of FLCs

1. personal Attributes

If we were to describe a typical FLC by modal characteristics, he would be a male Hispanic in his late 40s,

probably born in Mexico but quite possibly in the United States. He speaks Spanish at home and speaks,

reads, and writes English. Nevertheless, there is considerable diversity around this norm.

As shown in Table C-1, only 14 percent of FLCs interviewed are female. Most are Hispanic, but 13

percent are Anglo and 4 percent of other ethnicity. No African-American FLCs were in the interview

sample. A bare majority was born in Mexico, nearly haft in the U.S. and 4 percent in other countries.

California is the most common birth state followed by Michoacan, Mexico (13 percent), Texas (10 percent),

and Jalisco, Mexico (8 percent).

Table C-1. Personal Attributes of FLCs by Region

Total
Sample Imperial Ventura Monterey Fresno San

Joaquin
N 180 N 28 N 29 N 30 N . 60 N . 33

Gender
% Male 86 86 93 87 85 82
Ethnicity
% Hispanic 83 64 90 93 83 82
% Anglo 13 36 10 3 13 6
Birth Place
% Mexico 50 39 72 50 35 67
% U.S.A. 46 .61 28 47 62 21
% California 26 39 17 27 27 18
% Michoacan 13 4 24 7 8 24
Age
Mean Years 47.83 44.54 49.69 45.90 48.25 50.00
Median Years

J
47.00 40.00 48.00 45.00 47.00 47.00

Speak English
% Well 59 75 52 50 70 42
% Fair 22 14 28 33 15 27
% Poor/None 18 11 21 17 15 30
% Speak English

at Home 42 61 38 43 47 21

Education
Mean U.S. Years 6.19 10.43 4.39 5.20 7.17 3.24
Mean Mexican Years 2.96 2.43 5.39 3.20 1.43 3.88
% Mexican 46 29 76 47 32 58
% U.S. HS Graduate 33 61 21 33 37 15
% U.S. College 23 46 14 20 25 9
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The largest proportion of female FLCs is In San Joaquin and the lowest in Ventura, where many

contractors work in cftrus. More than a third of Imperial FLCs are Anglo. Fewest Anglo contractors are

found in Monterey and San Joaquin. San Joaquin has the most contractors of an ethnicity other than

Hispanic and Anglo.

Imperial and Fresno have the highest proportion of U.S.-bom FLCs . Ventura and San Joaquin have the

most foreign-born contractors, almost three-fourths of FLCs In Ventura being Mexican natives. Two-thirds

of San Joaquin contractors were born In Mexico, and 12 percent were born in other countries outside the

U.S. About one-quarter of the contractors in Ventura aryl San Joaquin were born in Michoacan. One-fifth

of Fresno contractors were born in Texas.

Ages range from 22 to 86. The average age of FLCs is 48, somewhat lower in Imperial and Monterey

regions and higher in San Joaquin. Somewhat more than one-third of thp FLCs are in each of the 35-49

and 50-64 age groups (Figure C-1). Imperial and San Joaquin have more younger FLCs (ages below 35)

and San Joaquin also has more older ones (ages above 64) than other counties.

The main language used at home by a majority (56 percent) is Spanish, and it is English for 42 percent.

Interviewers rated the English-speaking abilities of FLCs as good for almost 60 percent, fair for 22 percent,

and little or none for 18 percent. FLCs rate their own reading and writing abilities lower. Slightly less than

half claim to read and write English well and a third claim little or no English reading and writing ability.
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Although the average grade level completed is low, some FLCs are well-educated. Average time spent in

school is 6.2 years In U.S. schools and 3.0 years in Mexican schools. FLCs' schooling ranges, however,

up to 18 and 15 years in U.S. and Mexican schools respectively. One-third have completed high school in

the U.S., and nearly a fourth have some college experience here. Two percent have 12 or more years of

schooling in Mexico. About one-fourth of FLCs in Ventura, Fresno, and San Joaquin were educated in

MexiCQ only. Fewer contractors in Imperial and Monterey received all their schooling in Mexico.

Average U.S. schooling of FLCs is highest in the Imperial subsample and lowest in San Joaquin. The San

Joaquin group, however, has more Mexican schooling than Imperial. Ventura region contractors have the

most years in Mexican schools.

2. Previous Experience and Reasons for Becoming an FLC

Almost one-third of survey respondents have been contractors for fewer than 5 years. About half that

many have been FLCs for 20 years or more (Table C-2). Cumulative portion of the survey sample entering

the FLC business, by year and region, is shpwn in Figure C-2. The average year of starting work as an FLC

was 1980. In Imperial Valley it was earlier (1977) and in Ventura more recent (1982).

Table C-2. Years In FLC Work

% of Respondents

Fewer than 5 years 31
5 to 9 years 26
10 to 19 years 27
20 to 29 years 11
30 or more years 4
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The average first year of registration as a contractor with the U.S. Department of Labor (required by law

since 1965) was 1982. Most respondents obtained their first state license in the same year as their first

federal registration. Few (13 percent) reported ever working under a Wate license in any other name.

Becoming a FLC is often a means for improving income and occupational status in agriculture.

Immediately prior to becoming FLCs, mast respondents (79 percent) were in agricultural work. A few were

in education and government (5 percent in each) and nonfood manufacturing (4 percent). Two-thirds

were in some type of supervisory positkin, such as foreman, mandger, or supervisor. Almost a quarter,

however, moved directly from being field workers to FLCs. Relatively few entered the contracting

business from nonagricuttural work. Seven percent had owned a business and three percent were

students. Some of the latter had gone to college and then returned to run the family contracting

business.

The reason FLCs cited most often for going the labor contracting business is to become self-

employed (28 percent). Other common reasons were to Increase income (17 percent) and because of

family ties to the business (14 percent). Survey respondents cited a wide variety-of other reasons for

entering this occupation. Numerous comments from FLCs referred to growers and packing house

managers encouraging them to get into the business.
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A large majority of FLCs (81 percent) had performed field work for at least one year and 60 percent for at

least five years (see Table 0-3). Average number of years in field work was 9.6 years for those who had

any such experience. The highest regional average was in San Joaquin, and the lowest in Imperial. Most

contractors (78 percent) had also worked at some time as a foreman or supervisor in agriculture. Average

duration of experience in one of these positions was more than 9 years, though notably less in San
Joaquin.

Table C-3. Previous Experience of FLCs, by Region

Total
Sample Imperial Ventura Monterey Fresno San Joaquin
N =180 N=28 N=29 N=30 N=60 N= 33

Field Worker
%With experience 81 71 79 90 78 88
Mean years 9.58 7.60 9.61 9.07 9.64 11.28

Ag. Foreman
%With experience 78 68 66 83 80 88
Mean years 9.33 10.74 10.21 10.12 9.00 7.69

:Gmwer/Manager
%Wrth expedence 28 46 28 13 35 12
Mean years 11.00 8.38 12.13 6.75 14.10 5.25

Non-Ag. Supervisor
% With experience 20 33 7 21 23 12
Mean years 6.17 8.67 3.00 7.00 5.36 3.75

More than one-quarter of FLCs interviewed had been growers or farm managers, for from 1 to 51 years.

Twenty percent had been supervisors or managers in nonagricultural work, their experience ranging from

one-half to 25 years. The statewide average number of years as a grower or manager was 11 for those

with such experience, considerably less in Monterey and San Joaquin Counties.

3. Other Work of FLC6

Respondents perform labor contracting activity for an average 8.7 months per year. A third work as FLCs

in all 12 months. Slightly fewer wodc 6 months or less, and about one-half up to nine months (Figure C-3).

The average FLO year is longest in Monterey (10.3 months) and Ventura (10.1 months), shortest in San

Joaquin (6.8 months), and between these extremes In Fresno (8.2 months) and Imperial (9.1 months).
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Nearly two-thirds of FLCs operate other businesses, most related to agriculture (Table C-4). Their

agricultural enterprises include farming, custom harvesting, trucking, operating farm management

companies and packing operations. Some FLCs who were first farmers started contracting to help their

workers stay employed locally while not needed on their own farms. Nonagricultural businesses include

rental housing (i.e., labor camps and residential houses), and restaurants or bars.

Table C-4. FILCs Operating Other Businesses, By Region

Other Business
Total

Sample Imperial Ventura Monterey Fresno
San

Joaquin
N.180 N.28 N.29 N.30 N.60 N=33

% %

No Other Business 37.2 21.4 44.8 43.3 31.7 48.5
Farming 32.2 35.7 24.1 23.3 43.3 24.2
Custom Harvesting 27.8 64.3 17.2 36.7 15.0 21.2
Farm Managemerd 11.7 21.4 6.9 10.0 15.0 3.0
Trucking Ag. Products 23.9 46.4 31.0 23.3 20.0 6.1

Packing Shed/House 6.1 21.4 3.4 3.3 1.7 6.1

Rental Housing 15.0 17.9 13.8 13.3 13.3 18.2
Restaurant/Bar 4.4 7.1 3.4 0.0 5.0 6.1

Other 12.8 25.0 6.9 3.3 11.7 18.2

Note: Muttiple mentions accepted.
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The proportion of contractors engaged in other businesses varies greatly by region. In Imperial a

significantly larger group are engaged in non-FLC parts of the agricultural infrastructure. Two-thirds are

custom harvesters, nearly half have trucking businesses, more than a fifth own farm management

companies, and an equal number own packing sheds. One-quarter nm other businesses. The other

notable differences by region are relatively high proportions of FLCs who have custom harvesting

operations in Salinas or own trucking companies in Ventura. In Fresno, more than two of five contractors

operate farms of their own.

In the San Joaquin region, where the contracting season is shortest, FLCs own fewer other businesses.

Their rates of involvement are lower than the statewide average in every business noted except rental

housing and bars and restaurants. A greater than average portion there work as agricultural employees

during the off-season. Their limited involvement in other businesses, along with relatively low annual

payrolls, may result partly from less certain livelihoods or less established FLC businesses.

More U.S.-bom than foreign-born contractors own other businesses. Almost two-thirds of the contractors

who own farms, custom harvesting companies or trucking companies were born in the U.S., one-third in

Mexico. Three-fourths of FLCs who own farm management companies are U.S. born. Foreign-born

contractors are more heavily represented (about half) among those who own packing sheds or packing

houses, rental housing, and restaurants or bars.

Nearly two-thirds of FLCs spend their noncontracting months preparing for the next season. Many work in

other businesses during the off-season. Logically, more FLCs in regions with a shorter season (Fresno

and San Joaquin) work in other businesses during the off-season than those in the coastal regions, where

agricultural production continues nearly year-round (Table C-5). A few FLCs work as agricultural

employees during their contracting off-seasons. The highest proportions are in Salinas and San Joaquin.

Table C-5. Activity of FLCs When Not Contracting*

Total Sample Impede] Ventura Monterey Fresno San Joaquin

Piepare for Next Season 63 56 62 67 60 70
I Agricultural Employee 12 6 8 17 11 17
I Other Business 41 31 15 17 53 47

*Multiple answers accepted.
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4. Family Participation in the FLC Busineu

it is quite common for family members of an FLC to work in the business. About two-thirds of contractors

have family members involved. A quarter of respondents have only one relative in the business, and 43

percent have 2 or more, ranging all the way to 20. Many FLC wives and daughters handle bookkeeping or

other office functions. FLC brothers, fathers, husbands, sons, and other male relatives often supervise

the field work. The tasks most frequently performed by family members are bookkeeping and accounting

(60 percent of FLCs), other office wort (69 percent), and field supervision (59 percent).

Nonsupervisory field work by family members is also common, though much less so than office and

supervisory tasks. Some 23 percent of FLCs in the overall sample have family members working in field

tasks. This finding gives but little support to the conception of an FLC as leader of a family crew that travels

and works together. Average number of family members in the FLC business is less than 2. More FLCs in

San Joaquin have family members as field supervisors (71 percent) and general field workers (33 percent)

than in most areas of the state. Fewer there have family members responsible for bookkeeping and

accounting (43 percent) and other office work (48 percent) than in the other regions.

Family involvement in the Imperial Valley is also high but more concentrated in the supervisory and office

jobs. While 71 percent of FLCs have family members as field supervisors (as in San Joaquin), 67 percent

have relatives handling books or accounting and 79 percent other office work. Few Imperial contractors

employ family members as field woikers (14 percent).



D. Organization of the FLC Business

1. 51ze of_FLC Om- nizatiort

While the total amount of FLC activity has been increasing in California, individual contracting businesses
expand and contract. Almost h311 in our sample had higher annual payrolls in 1990 than in 1989, and 22

percent reported lower payrolls in 1990. About half of FLCs (48 to 52 percent) report higher 1990 payrolls

in all regions except San Joaquin, where about one-third did. More FLCs In San Joaquin reported lower

1990 payrolls (29 percent) than in other regions (14 to 26 percent).

FLC operations vary greatly in size, both between and within regions (see Table D-1 and Figure D-1).

Annual payrolls reported in the survey range from $10,000 to $15 million and average $1.2 million overall.

They are highest in Imperial (average $1.7 million) and lowest in San Joaquin ($.5 million).

Table 0-1. FLCa In Survey Sample, by Payroll Size and Region

Total Sample Imperial Ventura Monterey Fresno San J aquin
N.
165

100% N.
25

100
%

N.
28

100
%

N.
28

100
%

N.
56

100
%

Ni.
28

100
%

Payroll Size

44 26.7 3 12.0 5 17.9 2 7.1 18 32.1 16 57.1

Less than
$250,000
$250,000 -
$999,999 62

*

37.6 12 48.0 14 50.0 9 32.1 19 33.9 8 28.6
$1,000,000
or more 59 35.8 10 40.0 9 32.1 17 60.7 19 33.9 4 14.3

Mean Payroll
(Thousand $$)

1,172 1,660 1,083 1,530 1,177 458

Median Payroll
(Thousand $$)

537 700 700 1,138 500 201
i
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Rgure D-1. FLCa In Survey Sample. by Payroll Stu and Region
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The sample can be divided roughly into thirds, with 27 percent of FLCs having 1990 payrolls less than

$250,000, 38 percent with payrolls from $250,000 to $1 million, and 36 percent $1 million or more. This

split follows from the stratified sampling plan, through which equal numbers of small, medium and large

businesses were sought.

The sample can also be divided into thirds with respect to peak employment in 1990 (Table D-2 and Figure

D-2). Roughly similar proportions of respondent FLCs employed fewer than 100, 100-249, and 250 or

more workers at peak activity during the year. Peak 1990 employment averaged 280 and varied from 2 to

2,500. As with payroll, Imperial had the highest average peak employment (487) and San Joaquin the

lowest (147).
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Table D-2. PLC. In Survey Sample, by Peak Employment and Region

Total Sample knpedal Ventura Monterey Fresno San Joaquin
N.
179

100% N
28

100% N.
29

100% N.
30

100% N.
60

100% N.
32

100%

Peak.
Employment

62 34.6 7 25.0 17 58.6 9 30.0 14 23.3 15Less than100 46.9

100 - 249 47 26.3 7 25.0 4 13.8 8 26.7 16 26.7 12 37.5

250 or more 70 39.1 14 50.0 8 27.6 13 43.3 30 50.0 5 15.0

Mean Peak
Employment 280 487 175 330 279 147
Median Peak
Employment 150 240 85 188 238 100

Worker turnover is frequent in FLC employment, partly reflecting the limited duration of tasks for which

contractors are engaged. The number of different workers hired for some time in a year may be several

times greater than the average number and even the maximum number of jobs in the business. The total

number of individuals hired by respondent FLCs in 1990 (total number of W2s filed) averaged 1,027,
which is 3.7 times the average peak empioyment.

Roughly one-third of the FLCs employed fewer than 250 different workers at some time during the year,

one-third employed 250-999, and one-third employed 1000 or more. Imperial Valley FLCs had not only

the greatest average number of workers (2,154) but also the largest ratio of total workers to peak

employment (4.4). San Joaquin, with smaller peak employment and total worker numbers (average 623),

had a similarly high "turnover ratio (4.2). The lowest regional ratio (2.7) was in Salinas Valley, where the

vegetable harvest season lasts several months and employees of some locally based firms follow the

harvest year through other regions.

We compared the survey responses cited above to data collected in EDD Unemployment Insurance tax

files. Total payroll declared in the interviews exceeds the total recorded for the same FLCs in Ul files by 61

percent for the SIC-0761 group, 22 percent for the non-0761s, and 52 percent overall. However, the

total difference between peak employment reported in interviews and maximum monthly employment in
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Ul records is very small.. The aggregation of numbers Into such a total, however, masks many offsetting

discrepancies associated with indMdual employers. Appendix 3 presents case-by-case comparisons in

tabular form, and Figures D-3a, D-3b, D-4a, and D-4b graphically show the magnitude and direction of

these individual differences, grouped by region (for both the entire sample and for only those FLCs

reporting under SIC-0761). We are reluctant to draw conclusions from this basic examination, because

there are many potential explanations for the discrepancies found. Accuracy of the Ul files warrants further

analysis.

2. Staffing

Most FLCs hire a foreman (mayordomo) to supervise each crew they employ. In the smallest operations,

the FLCs themselves supervise one or sometimes two crews. The numbers of crews and foremen

fluctuate with the seasons, sometimes decreasing to zero in off-months. The average number of foremen

employed at peak activity was 7.7 in 1990. One contractor had as many as 62 foremen at peak, but six

percent employed none and 44 percent had from one to five.

About 80 percent of the FLCs had foremen they kept employed during their whole working year. While

they employed an average of 3.9 foremen on a year-round basis, 28 percent had only one or two, and

only a quarter had 5 or more. FLCs in Imperial Valley average the highest number of foremen--12.3 at

peak and 6.3 year-round. Fresno had the next highest average-8.1 at peak, 3.9 year-round--and San

Joaquin the lowest-4.4 at peak and 2.1 year-round.

A second level of supervision is used In large operations to manage groups of foremen. Though some 40

percent of FLCs employed such supervisors at peak activity in 1990, 21 percent (of the total) had only one

and 10 percent had two. One-third of the FLCs we interviewed employed supervisors on a year-round

basis or through their entire working season.

Office staff size ranged up to 7, and only two percent of FLCs had no office employees at peak season in

1990. A majority (56 percent) had one or two office staff.
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3. Mminiskalionsglalioaatass*

Few FLCs handle all the administrative aspects of their business (see Table D-3). Of the various
administrative tasks, contractors themselves more commonly handle those closely connected to worker
relations, such as completing 1-9 forms required by 1RCA (29 percent of FLCs) and keeping track of
employee hours and production units used to compute wages (23 percent). More FLCs In Ventura
handle.these tasks themselves than in other regions (59 and 38 percent respectively).

In only the smallest operations do FLCs personally prepare payrolls, keep financial books, and complete
reports for government agencies. These tasks are handled more often by family members, hired office
staff, or outside (independent) professionals. Spanish speaking accountants and bookkeepers
specializing in FLC accounts are numerous in the Fresno and San Joaquin regions. Accountants or
bookkeepers (employees or; outside service) keep the books and prepare W-2 forms and government
reports for 59 to 66 percent of FLCs. Family members handle this work for about a fifth of FLC firms, and 8
to 16 percent of contractors do it themselves.

Payroll is prepared most commonly by family members, hired or outside accountants and bookkeepers.
Family members more often prepare payroll in Fresno (39 percent) than in other regions. Hired
accountants prepare payroll for a large proportion of Monterey FLCs (40 Percent), and outside
accountants most commonly handle payroll in Ventura (41 percent). Foremen and supervisors record
hours and worker production for about one-fourth of FLCs and complete the 1-9 form for about one-fifth.

Table D-3. Responsibility for Administrative Work in FLC Businesses

Worker lir/Output Records
Payroll Preparation
Completing 1-9 Forms
Bookkeeping (Inc & Exp.)
Preparing W-2s, W-3s
Other Gov't Reports

ELQ
Foremen &

Supervisors
Family

Member
Hired Acc`t/ Outside

agghar Accl/Bookkpr
Grower/
pack'g
Eau=23 26 18 21 11 0

19 1 27 26 23 1
29 19 19 23 3 2
16 1 22 21 38 2

8 22 26 41 2
12 1 21 21 42 2

The computer has become the principal medium for handling production and payroll records (used by 86

percent of FLCs), and is almost as widely used for personnel records (78 percent). Computers are used
most in Imperial, where al FLCs keep production and payroll and 95 percent keep personnel records on

computer, and least in San Joaquin, where a large majority nevertheless use them (73 percent for
production and 67 percent for personnel records).
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4. Equipment

A contractor can operate with little or no capital investment. The equipment most commonly owned by

FLCs k this survey is the pick-up truck. More than three-fourths own at least one pick-up, and the largest

fleet among them is 15. Two-thirds own field toilets with attached hand-washing facilities. Maximum

number of toilets owned is 60. Many contractors rent some or all of the field toilets they use.

Few contractors own vans (7 percent) or buses (11 percent) for transporting workers. Bus ownership is

most common in the Imperial Valley, where many contractors pick up workers at the Calexico border in

eariy morning hours. While Imperial Valley FLCs own an average of 3.7 buses (ranging to as many as 48),

Ventura respondents report owning no buses at all. In Salinas, FLCs own up to 19 buses and average

2.2.

About a fourth of FLCs own tractors and equipment for harvesting and hauling crops. Like buses, this

equipment is most commonly owned by contractors in the Imperial Valley, where two-thirds of contractors

also have custom harvesting businesses (largely in vegetable work). In Fresno, where it is customary for

FLCs to haul wine grapes harvested by their crews, contractors own an average of 18.8 pieces of harvest

equipment, twice the statewide average of 9.2.
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E. Market Niche and Grower Relations

1. Number of Customera

Contractors in the survey did business withfrom 1 to 215 growers and packing houses in 1990. Average
number of customers served was 15, and most FLCs (70 percent) had 12 or fewer customers (Table E-1).
Size of FLC operation is a function of not only number of customers but also the 'size of customers'
operations. Accounts with a few large growers or packing houses, for example, can generate more
employment and revenue than contractswith numerous growers who cultivate small parcels.

Table E-1. FLC Customers and Payroll, by Region

Average* of

.1.121a1 impzial Ventura f4onterey Fresno S. Joaquin

Customers 15.3 11.2 20.0 8.6 20.6 10.9Average Payroll
($ millions) $1.2 $1.7 $1.1 $1.5 $1.2 $.5

Three notable patterns of FLC-customeralignment are observable in the survey results (see Figure E-1).
In the first two tha scale of FLC businesses tends to match that of growers for whom they work (i.e., large
FLCs serving a small number of large growers; small FLCs serving a small number of small farmers). Some
large FLCs have their business concentrated with a few very large growers, sometimes only one. About
one In six large FLC operations have fewer than five customers, and 37 percent fewer than ten. This
pattern is most prevalent in the Imperial and Monterey regions (Figure E-2), where half of respondents
have five or fewer customers, the average number of customers is relatively low, and average payroll is
high.
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Figure 5-1. share of nee by Number et Customers and Peron Size, 1990
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20-24 255 mon

At the opposite extreme are the very small FLCs who serve a small number of small farms. Thirty-four

percent of small FLC businesses have fewer than five customers, 64 percent fewer than ten. They are

most common in San Joaquin, where the average number of customers and payroll are both low. A third

type is the large FLC who serves many growers. Almost 30 percent of large FLC operations have 25 or

more customers. This pattern is most observable in Fresno, where the average number of customers is

20, about twice the average in San Joaquin, Imperial and Monterey. Fresno does contain a larger

population of farmers and produces crops requiring large amounts of labor for brief periods.
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Flom 5.2. sham of PLC. by Number of Customers and Region, 1990
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2. IDngevity of Customer Relationships

A measure of the stability of relationships between FLCs and their customers is the ratio of returning

customers to total customers. The proportion of 1990 customers for whom respective contractors had

worked at least three years is the basis of categories (first column) over which FLCs are distributed in Table

E-2. High percentage categories represent a high degree of clientele stability. Interpretation of a low ratio

is less straightforward. It may indicate either FLC growth through addition of new customers or high

turnover of the FLC customer base.

Among FLCs who have been in business for three years or more, 42 percent had worked for all of their

1990 customers for three years or more. Neatly 80 percent had worked for a majority of their customers

that long. By this measure, clientele stability was greatest in Imperial and Monterey and lowest in Ventura.

Ventura has by far the most contractors with no three-year customers, and Imperial and Monterey the

least.
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Table E-2. FLCs with 3-Year Repeat Customers In 1990 Clientele

4

Total
Sample

I

Imperial Ventura Monterey Fresno
San

Joaquin
N.180 N.28 N.29 N=30 N.60 N.33

In Business for
3 years or more (# FLCs) 149 24 2(3 24 49 26

(% FLCs) 82.8 85.7 89.7 80.0 81.7 78.8

No 3-year Customers . 4.7 0.0 15.4 0.0 4.1 3.8
(% FLCs)

Ha or more
3-year Customers 79.2 91.7 69.2 83.3 77.6 76.9
(% FLCs)

100% 3-year Customers 42.3 45.8 34.6 58.3 36.7 42.3
(% FLCs)

I

Average % of 3-year
Customers 74.74 82.30 68.45 82.12 .1 71.87 72.67

On the whole, contractors gained more new customers (average 2.4) than they lost (average 1.0) in 1990.

Imperial and Salinas regions were the most stable, where FLCs gained 1.2 and 1.1 new customers

respectively and lost .6 and .3 customers on average. Contractors in Ventura had the largest gains,

averaging 4.2 new customers each. San Joaquin FLCs had the largest losses, with an average 1.8

customers from 1989 taking their business elsewhere in 1990.

Respondent contractors were reluctant to discuss their revenues. 01 the one-third who did answer our

questkm about change in gross revenue from 1989 to 1990, slightly more than one-quarter report that

their revenues grew, 14 percent that revenue decreased, and more than half that there had been no

change. Because the rate of response to the question was low (only about one-third of FLCs), these

results may not be representative)

1. Large FLCs were more likely than small ones to answer the question, and their responses showed greater volatility
(revenue increase or decrease) than those of small FLCs.
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3. Why Growers Hire FLCa

To what do FLCs attribute grower Interest in hiring them? Reasons most frequently cited were to reduce

the amount of paperwork (39 percent); because growers could not or did not want to find workers any

other way (10 percent); and to reduce production costs (8 percent) Few thought they were hired to

improve quality or productivity (Table E-3). Growers responding to an earlier mail survey in the Salinas

Valley mentioned several of the same considerations.2 About half of them cited desire to reduce each of

paperwork, costs, and supervisory responsibilities. Growers who had turned to FLCs most recently

(between 1985 and 1989) put somewhat more emphasis on reducing costs and improving quality of

productivity.

Table E-3. FLC Attribution of Why Growers Hire Them (% of FLCs)

BeLIQII
Iatal &aerial Ventura Monterey Fresno San Joaquin

Reduce paperwork 39 29 10 37 5 5 49
Can't find other ways 1 0 4 10 7 1 2 15
Reduce prod. costs 8 7 13 13 5 6
Reduce lialAlity 7 1 1 4 3 1 0 3
Reduce supervision 6 1 1 4 7 3 6
Labor/mgt. dispute 4 0 17 3 2 0
Have workers timely 4 7 0 3 2 9
Language 2 4 0 0 2 3
Short-term employrnt. 2 0 4 0 2 3
Improve quality 1 0 0 0 2 3
Other 1 7 29 38 27 7 3

Reasons given by FLCs in the present study vary by region. In all regions except Ventura, reducing

paperwork was their most common attribution of growers' motivation. Reducing costs was cited by five to

14 percent of respondents in each region but most often in Ventura and Monterey, the highest wage

regions in the state. In Fresno more than half of the contractors (55 percent) said growers hired them to

reduce paperwork. Several plausible explanations for this high proportion can be found. First, this region

has a large amount of seasonal production and high worker turnover, which result in a large number of 1-9

and other employment forms to be completed and filed. Second, this region has a large number of small

growers, who may not have the resources to handle a lot of paperwork San Joaquin is similar in this

respect to Fresno, and many FLCs there too cited reducing paperwork as the reason growers hire them.

In Ventura, only 10 percent of contractors said growers hire them to reduce paperwork. One-third cited

the high costs of woricers' compensation insurance (see Section F.3 of this report). Other perceived

reasons for hiring FLCs in Ventura are labor-management disputes and reducing production costs.

2. Suzanne Vaupel, Growers' Decisions to Hire Farm Labor Contractors and Custom Harvesters, University of
California Cooperative Extension, Agricultural Personnel Management Program, 1992.
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Contractors and growers there observe that the citrus harvest associations most prevalent 15 years ago

had union-influenced wages and more benefits, the higher costs of which were passed on to growers.

A number of different reasons for hiring FLCs were cited in Imperial. Fewer than a third said that reducing

paperwork was the main reason. Other reasons mentioned most often were reducing supervision

responsibilities and reducing liability under IRCA and other labor laws.

4. finding New Customers

The predominant method of finding new customers is a rather passive oneanswering the telephone. In

the total sample, 82 percent of FLCs receive calls from growers seeking their services after hearing of

them through word of mouth. Two-thirds of the contractors find most of their new customers this way.

About half of the FLCs get business by staying in general contact with growers or through such means as

general mailings or fliers. This method is said by 17 percent to give best resutts. Other means of finding

new customers are through follow-up contacts with specific growers referred to them (50 percent) and

through contacts with former employers (44 percent). Very few contractors (7 percent) do any advertising

In broadcast or news media.

More San Joaquin and fewer Monterey FLCs get new customers through word of mouth than in other

regions (91 and 73 percent respectively). More contractors in Imperial and Monterey seek to acquire

business with growers for whom they previously worked than in other regions (54 and 50 percent).

Competition for customers from a growing number of FLCs is a concern voiced by many contractors

interviewed. In the Fresno area competition has reached the level of "cutthroating," according to

respondents who claim that some FLCs charge commission rates below the minimum necessary to pay

mandatory taxes and insurance. Contractors explain that it is easy to get into the business and tempting

for foremen or crew bosses who believe there are high profits in contracting. New or unlicensed

contractors aggressively seek work by offering to do the job for less. Respondents said that contractors

who consistently underbid others do not last more than a few years in the business. Several expressed

their disgust at the destructive competition and said that it could force them out of business. One

contractor has been trying to educate other contractors on the need to charge commissions that at least

cover costs.

In Monterey, the proliferation of many small FLCs is viewed as a threat by some of the large contracting

companies that are employed by big lettuce growers. In Ventura, too, FLCs fear increasing competition

from other contractors. Imperial Valley is the only region where contractors did not spontaneously express

concern about competition.
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Contractors were asked which strategies they use to compete against other FLCs. A large majority say

they try to offer better quality work (84 percent in the whole sample, 91 percent in Fresno, 89 percent in

Ventura, but only 70 percent in San Joaquin). The next most common approach is to specialize in certain

crops and/or tasks (84 percent of total sample, 75 percent in Ventura).

Some FLCs specialize in scale-doing work for only large or small growers. Overall, about a fifth specialize

in big jobs (19 percent); the proportion is higher in Fresno and Imperial (27 and 26 percent). In the total
sample, 13 percent specialize in small-scale work , a greater share in Fresno (20 percent). Only a fell,

report that they compete by charging less than their competition (9 percent overall, 14 percent in
Ventura).

5. Formality of Contracts

The handshake is alive and well in farm labor contracting. Arrangements between growers and FLCs are

not usually committed to written form. A large majority of FLCs have no written contracts with their

customers (Table E-4). Twelve percent had one to three contracts with growers in 1990 and only 5

percent had more than three. Ten (31%) of the 32 FLCs who had any written contracts, however, had

them with all their customers. Monterey and Imperial regions have the most contractors with any written

agreements, San Joaquin the fewest. No FLC in San Joaquin had mare than one written contract.

Table E-4. FLCs With Written Customer Contracts In 1990

Number of
Contracts

Total Sample krperial Ventura Monterey Fresno San Joaquin
N . 1100%
180 I

N -
28

I 100%
t.

N . I 100%
29 I

N .
30

I 100%
I

N37-1
60

100%
I

N . I 100%
33 I

0 147 81.7 19 67.9 26 89.7 21 70.0 52 86.7 29 87.9

1 12 6:7 3 10.7 0 0.0 2 6.7 3 5.0 4 12.1

2or3 11 6.1 4 14.3 1 3.4 3 10.0 3 5.0 0 0.0

4or5 4 2.2 1 3.6 0 0.0 2 6.7 1 1.7 0 0.0

6 or more 5 2.8 0 0.0 2 6.9 2 6.7 1 1.7 0 0.0

No answer 1 0 .6 1 3.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
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6. ElarcommIszions

a. Tyoes of Commission Rates

FLCs provided information about commissions charged for work in the crops where they had greatest

payroll. They mainly use three approaches to calculating their charges to customers (Table E-5).

Table E-5. FLC Commission Rates, by Region

Total
Sample Imperial Ventura Monterey Fresno

San
Joaquin

N-180 N.28 N-29 N 30 N 60 N=33
R.Cs Reporting rates
# of FLCs 176 26 29 30 59 32
% of Sample 98 93 100 100 98 97

Commission -/
Number (and %) of 111 9 22 5 50 25
FLCs using 63% 35% 76% 17% 85% 78%

Average Rate (%) 35.9 38.0 39.8 35.8 33.2 37.2
Commission - 2
Number (and %) i 22 o 2 16 3 1

FLCs using 13% 0% 7% 53% 5% 3%

Average Rate (%) 10.1 N.A. 11.0 10.4 8.0 10.0

Piece Rate
Numbar (and %) of 29 13 3 9 2 2

FLCs using 16% 50% 10% 30% 3% 6%

Other
Number (and %) of 18 4 3 1 6 4

FLCs using 10% 15% 10% 3% 10% 13%

Note: Two FLCs in Fresno and one each in Ventura and Monterey reported using two of these types of
commissions.

The predominant method is to charge the grower for total wages plus a commission based on a

percentage rate applied to that amount. Out of an inclusive commission (Commission-1), the FLC pays

workers' compensation insurance, unemployment insurance, all other payroll taxes, business expenses

and office overhead. These expenses may include office rent, equipment, furniture, supplies, and staff;

tools for field work; vehicles, maintenance, and fuel to transport supervisors and workers; liability and

property insurance; field sanitation and drinking water supplies; communications equipment and services;

heavy production equipment; travel and business promotion. What remains atter they are paid is profit.

Almost two-thirds of FLCs reported using this type of commission rate.
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A second type of commission rate (Commission-2) is meant to cover only business expenses, c )rhead,

and profit, thus excluding the mandatory insurances and payroll taxes. Under this kind of arrangement the

FLC charges a smaller percentage rate on top of total payroll and passes directly through to the customer

his itemized cost for payroll taxes, unemployment and workers' compensation insurances. The billing

contains items that correspond to wages, commission, and indirect (passed-through) payroll expenses.

Commission rates of this type are usually in the 6 to 12 percent range. Thirteen percent of FLCs report

using this method.

The third method of calculating charges is on a piece-rate, or a flat amount per unit of output from the work.

The unit may be a box, bin, carton, vine, tree, tray, ton, or acre. The rate is set to cover all wages, payroll

taxes, expenses, and profit. This basis of payment to FLCs is more commonly used in such crops as

melons, lettuce, and miscellaneous vegetables. Custom harvesting services are also most commonly

based on a flat rate applied to output. Sixteen percent of FLCs reported using this means for calculating

charges.

b. Ilatalusla

Most inclusive commission rates (Commissión-1) are between 30 and 40 percent (Table E-6). Only three

of the 111 such rates reported in this study were less than 30 percent (23 percent in processing

tomatoes) or more than 45 (63 percent in dates and 50 percent in avocados). The next highest rates are

in lemons, the next lowest in table grapes and garlic. Some FLCs say that anyone charging an inclusive

rate of less than 30 percent is probably cheating workers, customers, the government, or all three.3

Table E.G. Inclusive FLC Commission Rates, Selected Crops

hi tafirmaza Minifnum C'/0) Mwdrrum (%)

Dates 1 63 63 63
Lemons 12 42 38 45
Tree Fruit 16 36 32 40
Wine Grapes i 1 36 31 40
Lettuce 5 35 32 37
Raisin Grapes 18 33 30 37
Table Grapes 8 32 30 33
Garlic 3 32 30 34
ProcessTomatoes 4 31 23 35

Average rates appear to vary some by region (Table E-5), little by task, and not at all by size of FLC

operation. By region they range from 33.2 percent in Fresno to 39.8 in Ventura, where many FLCs work

in (high-rate) lemons. By task they average 36 percent for harvesting, thinning and hoeing, pruning and

3. Assuming a high unemployment insurance rate, the total of payroll taxes and workers' compensation insurance
exceeds 26 percent of wages in vegetable crops, 22 percent in vineyards, and 21 percent. in strawberries.
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Irrigation, and 34 percent for thinning fruit. FLCs who supply harvest equipment or haul the crop have

both high and low rides within the overall range.

The commission rates which do not cover payroll taxes and mandatory insurance are most common in

Monterey, where a majority of FLCs use this method to bill customers in their principal crop and task. Half

of these contractors charge a 10 percent commission. The other hatf are almost evenly divided between

charging less (6 to 9 percent commission) and more (12 to 13 percent). The crops most associated with

this type of commission rate are vegetables. Four FLCs report 10 or 12 percent commission rates in

peppers. Three charge 6 to 10 percent in lettuce. More than half the contractors whO charge this type of

commission rate are of large size ($1 million or more in annual payroll). The rates do not vary by size of

contractor.

Flat or piece rates are used most often in Imperial (50 percent of FLCs) and Monterey (30 percent). These

rates are found mostly in lettuce, melons, and various vegetable crops. Lettuce harvest rates in Imperial

and Monterey range from $1.55 to $1.85 per carton, generally covering FLC equipment and hauling of

the crop. Rates for melons (all in Imperial) range from $1.10 to $1.90 per carton, the higher end

representing FLCs who haul the crop. Hatf,of the contractors who use flat rates are in the medium size

range ($250,000-$999,000 annual payroll). Sixty-two percent provide harvest equipment, and 55

percent haul the crop out of the field, indicating service that resembles custom harvesting.

c. factors Affecting Commissions

Most commission rates cover a standard set of services: paying workers (97 percent of sample) and payroll

taxes (96 percent); supervising workers (95 percent); and providing drinking water (93 percent), field

toilets and hand-washing facilities (87 percent). Two-thirds of contractors additionally supply field work

tools, about a fourth furnish harvest equipment, and a fifth haul the crop from the field. These extra

services are sometimes, but not always, reflected in higher commission rates.

Other factors more clearly affect FLC commission rates. The most important one is probably the crop

worked, which is the key determinant of basic workers' compensation risk factors and rates (Table E-7).

Work in tree crops, generally involving ladders and heavy loads, has relatively high risk and insurance

rates. Grapes and strawberries are lower risk crops. The highest agricultural workers' compensation rates

are in stock farm arid feed yard work.

An individual employer may pay above or below the basic rate, depending on the number and severity of

claims against its insurance policy. One accident, especially if resulting in serious injury, can significantly

raise future premiums. FLCs in Ventura lemons are facing high workers' compensation rates in general

and a competitive market. Contractors who try to compensate for high experience modification by
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charging higher commissions cannot remain competitive. FLCs fear being put out of business by a single

substantial claim.

Table E-7. Workers' Compensation Rates In Agriculture, 1992

)ndustry Bates fper $100 Waces)

Stock Farms & Feed Yards 26.38
Fie li Crops (Hay, Alfalfa, Wheat, etc.) 18.42
Orchards (Citrus & Deciduous Fruit) 16.19
Sheep and Hog Farms, Poultry 14.81
Orchards - Nut Crops 14.57
Farm Machine Operation - Contract 13.92
Dairy Farms 13.02
Truck Farms (Vegetables) 12.90
Cotton 10.10
Nursery 9.88
Vineyards 8.74
Strawberries, Bush Berries 7.83
Potatoes, Peanuts, Sugar Beets 5.40

A second factor affecting FLC commission rates is the degree of competition for work in the crop and
region. There tends to be less competition in more specialized tasks. A contractor providing
sophisticated equipment or workers who possess unusual skills is more likely to be a price maker and

charge a higher commission. The highest commission rate encountered in this study was for date harvest,

in which the work is very specialized and the FLC provides seats and safety chains for climbing trees.

A final influence on commissions may be FLC reputation. Some contractors are able to charge higher

commission rates to customers with whom they have established long-term relationships and who appear

willing to pay for more ceriain quality, dependability, or other aspects of performance.

d. Setting the Rates

Either FLC or customer may have greater influence in setting the commission rate under different

circumstances. Most FLCs believe they have some say in rate determination. Forty percent consider

themselves the "price-maker," i.e., they establish the amount of commission (at least in the crop with their

largest payroll). Another 31 percent report that they are "price takers," I.e., their customers determine the

commission. The remaining 29 percent negotiate commission rates with growers.

Larger FLCs are no more likely to set their own commission rates than medium and small ones. More FLCs

in lemons and wine grapes (71 percent and 69 percent respectively) determine their commission rates

without negotiation than those in the other crops. Fewer FLCs in tree fruit (30 percent) set commission
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rates themselves. Notably, all the FLCs who reponed commissions for tree fruit harvest were in the

Fresno region, where competition is especially heavy.

Commissions earned by price-makers and price-takers differ little, but In the expected direction (Table E-

8). On average, FLCs who set rates themselves charge about 8 percent more than the rate of those who

accept commissions set by growers.

Table E4. Average Commission Rates, by Extent of FLC influence in Setting

Tot. Sample
Comm-1

Tot. Sample
Comm-2

!Menai
Gomm-1

Ventura
Comm-1

Monterey
Comm-2

Fresno
Comm-1

S. Joaquin
Comm-1

FLCs Who 37.0 10.5 40.4 41.6 12.5 32.7 36.7
Set Comm.
FLCs Who 35.5 10.8 34.5 36.5 11.0 33.6 39.6
Negotiate
FLOs Whose 34.6 9.4 35.5 35.0 9.6 33,6 36.3
Gusts. Set

FLCs point to a number of market limitations on the commission rates they can charge. The few

contractors who provide health insurance say they have cut back o, the number of workers or portion of

the premium they cover, because customers are not willing to support the additional cost.

7. Ramat 102LIGuatcmaa

A majority of contractors (54 percent) are paid weekly by their customers. The rest are paid biweekly (15

percent), when the job is completed (15 percent), monthly (6 percent) or on some other schedule (10

percent).

Payment schedules vary somewhat by crop. In the raisin harvest, for example, 48 percent of contractors

are paid as soon as the job is completed. The harvest must be completed quickly, so the raisins can dry

before fall rains begin, and many producers nave small acreages that can be harvested In a short time.

With the harvest typically lasting a few days or less, payment when the job is complete allows the FLC to

fund current payroll from current revenue. In other crops where the work lasts for several weeks or even

months, however, payment when the job Is complete Is too late to help in early payroll periods. End-of-job

payment In such cases leaves the FLG to pay workers, payroll taxes, and overhead out of pocket. It

essentially forces the FLC to loan to the customer current payroll expenses until the job is completed.

Some FLCs complain about the difficulty of collecting payments from growers. When growers do not pay

on time, they are unilaterally extending the duration of their loans" from FLOs who have already rnet

payroll expenses for the job.
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8. nixisbagginllwanzdaneraiaamakku

Most contractors are expected to follow instructions and meet standards set by customers hhing them for

specific tasks. A substantial minority, however, make production decisions themselves, and others make

them jointly with customers (Table E-9). One-quarter of FLCs decide on when to begin their work (i.e.,

when to start the harvest, thinning, etc.), and another 21 percent participate in this decision with the

grower. A third determine guidelines for carrying out the task (such as what size or maturity of fruit to pick),

and anOther 15 percent help growers do so.

A greater share of contractors make decisions on matters more directly related to terms of worker

employment. Over hatf determine the performance standard expected of workers, while a third say that

growers make this decision. Only two in five say they set wages and benefits for their own employees,

and another 26 percent confer with the customer on worker pay.

Table E-9. Division of Decisions Between FLC and Customer

Decision
FLC Mostly

Respondents)

Joint DecisionIN&
Bespondents)

Grower Mostly
(% of
Respondents)

When to Begin Work 25 21 54
Task Guidelines 33 15 53
Worker Wages and Benefits 41 26 33
Performance Standards 53 14 33
FLC Commission Rate 40 29 31

Decision making responsibilities appear to vary by crop and by the level of general involvement by the

customer in farmiao operations. Some growers in this study, for example, prefer to concentrate on

marketing and leave all production decisiOns to various contractors. FLCs in this survey who harvest wine

grapes are given more responsibility for production decisions than those in other crops. They are more

likely to decide performance standards for workers, task guidelines, when to begin, and their own

commission rate. Nearly all contractors in lettuce harvesting (94 percent of them) reported setting wages

and benefits, none saying that the grower alone makes this decision.

At the other extreme, only 9 percent of FLCs in tree fruit harvest have primary responsibility for setting

wages, and growers usually set wages for more than half (55 percent). Mosi tree fruit work reported in the

survey is in the Fresno region, where competition among contractors is said to be most intense. Many

contractors there take what they can get in wages for workers and appear to have little leverage with their

customers.

In the table grape harvest, few contractors (11 percent) make production decisions about task method or

when to begin work, and growers usually (78 percent) set workers' wages:
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F. Personnel Management and Employee Relations

1. Assernblino the Workforce

a. Rem! ling Workers

While four out of five FLCs make an effort to stay in touch with some workers from the previous year, few

FLCs (8 percent) attempt to contact all of their employees in the off-season. .Seventy percent of

contractors in our sample contacted less than a quarter of their 1990 workforce, and about 24 percent

contacted half or more. Workers often take it on themselves to call FLCs to find out when work will begin.

The most common method of contacting workers is by telephone, used by 83 percent of the FLCs who

made any contact before resuming work in 1991. Phone was used by all such contractors in Ventura but

only 56 percent in Imperial, where most of the workforce lives and commutes from nearby Mexico. Many

FLCs also send messages to past employees through friends and relatives (69 percent). This method of

contact is used most in San Joaquin (86 percent) and least in Ventura (50 percent). A third common

method of getting back in touch, used by 44 percent of FLCs, is to visit workers at their homes. This

practice is most common in San Joaquin (71 percent), where FLC operations tend to be smaller, and least

common in Ventura (8 percent).

Only 9 percent of FICs sent cards or letters to recall 1990 employees. More contractors did so (21

percent) in Monterey, and none did in Imperial and Ventura. The EDD Agribusiness Representatives in

some counties assist growers in seasonal recall by sending letters to their former employees. Workers

who do not report to work after such contact are considered ineligible for unemployment insurance

benefits. The EDD representative in Monterey expressed interest in extending similar recall assistance to

farm labor contractors.

b. Recruiting New Workers

Like most agricultural employers, FLCs must find new workers each year. On average, about hail of a

contractors workforce is made up of returning employees and haft of new ones. Imperial FLCs had a

higher average proportion of returning workers in 1991 (62 percent). Most recruitment is conducted in

the area local to FLC office or job site. Only 8 percent of the contractors interviewed recruit outside of the

counties where they are located. More FLCs in Fresno (13 percent) and none in San Joaquin recruit in

other counties. Two FLOs reported recruiting in other states and two others recruited in Mexico.
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There Is some cooperation among FLCs, mainly large ones, in sharing crews and work Overall, about 16

percent of FLCs hired an available crew from another contractor in 1990, and 18percent subcontracted

work to another FLC. Almost one-quarter of large FLCs temporarily employed a crew from another

contracting business, more commonly (37 percent) in Imperial. The practice of subcontracting work is
reported most often by FLes in Fresno (28 percent).

Perceptions of recruitment ease suggest an enlarged labor supply in 1990 over 1989. One-third of FLCs

in the sample as a whole found it easier to recruit workers in 1990, only 13 percent found it more difficult,

and hatf found it about the same, but there were notable regional differences. More than'hatf the FLCs In

Imperial found recruitment easier, while about 20 percent in Ventura and Fresno found recruitment more

difficult. Reported ease of recruitment did not differ by FLC size.

FLCs typically use muttiple channels to find new workers (Table F-1). The most commonly used means of

recruitment are referral from current employees and delegation of the recruitment function to foremen and

supervisors. An even higher proportion of FLCs, however, hire mwalk-ins," i.e., workers who come to them

looking for a job. A large proportion also place job orders with EDD and recruit workers by going to where

they live. Few FLCs advertise for workers, pOst signs, or askgrowers or other contractors to refer workers.

Table F-1. Recruitment Methods Used by FLCs

Method FLCs Using
Via

Source of
Most New Workers
f% of FLCsj

Source of
Best New Workers

FLCs)

Hire wak-ins 84 24 15
Ask employees to refer workers 79 28 35
Delegate recruitment to foremen, supervisors 77 40 45
Place job order with EDD 38 1 0
Go to where the workers live 37 2 2
Ask other FLCs or growers to refer 16 1 0
Hire crew from another FLC 16 N/A N/A
Advertise (newspaper, radio) 7 1 0
Use grower association referral system 4 0 0
Post signs 4 0 0
Other 13 4 4

Large FLCs are more likely than small or medium ones to place job orders with EDD (59 percent of large

operations do), hire an available crew from another contractor (23 percent of large do), advertise in news

media (12 percent), post signs (7 percent) and use an association referral system (7 percent). They are

more likely than small contractors to ask their foremen to recruit workers (81 percent compared to 69

percent) and less likely to go where workers live to recruit (28 percent compared to 47 percent; 34 percent

of medium FLCs do so).
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Regional differences in recruitment method also reflect differences in the size and hence organizational

structure of FLC firms (Table F-2). In Imperial, where the average FLC Is larger than In other regions, more

contractors delegate recruitment to their foremen. In San Joaquin, where businesses are smaller, fewer

FLCs ask foremen to recruit. Similarly, contractors in Imperial are much less likely than in San Joaquin to

recruit workers where they live, and more likely to hire available crews horn another contractor.

Table F-2. Recruitment Methods, by Region (% FLCs Using)

Method igial,samiti bipedal Ventura Monterey Fresno S. Joaapin

Hire wak-ins 84 71 90 90 78 94
Ask employees to refer workers 79 82 83 83 77 76
Delegate to foremen, supervisors 77 89 72 67 88 61
Place job order with EDD 38 36 24 50 48 21
Go to where the workers live 37 21 17 20 53 52
Ask FLCs or growers to refer 16 7 10 13 25 15
Hire crew hom another FLC 16 37 7 10 18 9
Advertise (newspaper, radio) 7 4 10 13 7 3
Use grower assoc. referral system 4 0 3 7 3 6
Post Skins 4 0 14 3 3 0

Other differences in recruitment may reflect.local custom and differences in support instituffons. He the

contractors in Monterey and Fresno place job orders with EDD, but only one-fifth in San Joaquin do so.

Contractors in Ventura are more likely than elsewhere to post recruiting signs. Monterey contractors

advertise more than those in other regions.

Recruitment by foremen is reported by 45 percent of FLCs to be the source of the best new employees,

employee referral by 34 percent, and walk-on by 16 percent. Of course, crew leaders and co-workers

have a stake in bringing on good worters and helping along those they help recruit.

The source of best new workers differs little by FLC size. Some differences are found by region. In

Imperial and Fresno, where more contractors rely on foremen to reauit, a large majority of contractors find

their best workers through their foremen (61 and 66 percent). .In the other regions contractors tend to find .

their best new workers through employee referrals more than any other method. Foreman recruitment

and walk-in are rated nearly equal as the next best sources of workers in these other three regions.

c. Use of EDJ) Job Service

The EDD Job Service (JS) serves as a recruitment source for about two of five contractors. On average

FLCs who used the JS placed 5 orders (each order typically covering multiple jobs) in 1990, markedly

more in Monterey and less in Fresno and San Joaquin (Tables F-3). Larger operators were more likely to

use the service, and they placed greater numbers of orders.
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JS was not identified as the source of best new employees by any of the contractors (Table F-1). A slim

majority said that they were usually satisfied with the JS response to their job orders (Table F-3).
Satisfaction was highest in San Joaquin, lowest in Ventura and Monterey. Small operators had slightly
higher satisfaction rates than large and medium ones. While this result may indicate that the Job Service is
more successful in filling small job orders than large ones, it may simply reflect differences in the
expectations of contractors.

Table F-3. FLC Job Orders and Satisfaction with EDD Job Service

Region Payroll in 1990
otal 'San Less than $250K- $1,000KNot

Imperial entura Monterey Fresno Joaquin $250K $999K or more Reported
180 N.28 N.30 N.60 N.33 N.45 14.61 N.59 N.15

FLCs Placing Orders
It of FLCs 10 15 29 7 7 22 35 4

% FLCs 7.8 35.7 4.1 50.0 48.3 21.2 15.6 36.1 59.3 26.7
Number of Orders
(Average) 6 7.60 .43 9.20 2.59 '.43 1.14 4.77 6.23 5.00
Satisfaction (of those
placing orders)
Usually satisfied
(% FLOG) 2.9 60.0 8.6 26.7 62.1 .: 5.7 57.1 50.0 48.6 100.0
Sometimes satisfied
(% FLCs) 10.0 .0 13.3 0.0 '.0 0.0 4.5 5.7 10.0
Not satisfied
(% FLCs) 1.2 30.0 1.4 53.3 37.9 14.3 42.9 45.5
No Opinion

,42.9 ,0.0

(% FLCs) .5 0.0 .0 6.7 0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 2.9 0.0

d. Workforce Characteristics as Seen by FLCs

Many respondents could not confidently answer survey questions about the state of origin and
permanent residence of the workers they hire. FLC familiarity with workers varies with business size and

management style. Contractors with large operations tend to know least about theiremployees, since

their hired foremen have most of the direct contact with workers. More of the smalleroperators know their

workers well.
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Only two-thirds of contractors had an Idea of which state most of their Mexican workforce originally came

from, or had observed that most did come from a single home state. One-quarter of the whole sample

believe that Michoacan is the predominant home state of their employees, 10 percent Guanajuato, 6

percent Baja California, 5 percent Jalisco, and 5 percent Oaxaca. Workforce associations with Mexican

home states differ from region to region. Baja California Is believed to be the primary home state of

workers by 36 percent of FLCs in Imperial, and Michoacan by 55 percent in Ventura, 30 percent In San

Joaquin, and 23 percent in Fresno. In Monterey, FLea believe their workers come mainly from Guanajuato

(27 percent) and Michoacan (23 percent). Workers from Oaxaca are most concentrated in the Fresno

area, where they predominate in the workforces of 13 percent of contractors.

FLCs estimate that fewer than half their employees (42 percent) are settled with their families in the area

where they work. The proportion is greater in Imperial (52 percent), adjacent to the border with Mexicali,

where many workers reside. It is also Nigh in Monterey (49 percent). Lower proportions of settled workers

are estimated in San Joaquin (40 percent), Ventura (37 percent) and Fresno (36 percent).

Women are thought by FLCs to constitute 16 percent of their employees, much less than the 26 percent

of seasonal agricultural service (SAS") workers in California found by the National Agricultural Workers

Survey and even fewer relative to the 37 percent found by the 1980 California Census of Population. Our

results support those of another recent study,4 that women wort( least in tree crops. In Ventura, where

many FLCs work in citrus, they report only 7 percent of their workers to be female. In Imperial and

Monterey vegetable and grape production, FLCs errploy more women (26 and 29 percent respectively).

Large contracting firms report hiring more women (20 percent) than medium (12 percent) and small ones

(15 percent).

2. Personnel Management Decisions and Practicea

a. ilkina

A majority of FLCs overall make most hiring decisions themselves, tending so more in smaller operations

(Table F4). Not surprisingly, hiring responsibility in larger firms is more often decentralized to crew

foremen or supervisors. Foremen are often hired along with their own crews or are delegated full

responsibility for filling them.

4. Alvarado, Andrew J., et al, Agricultural Workers in Central California in 1989, California Employment

Development Department, 1990.
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Differences ki hiring responsibility are found also by region (Table F-5). In Imperial, where not only are
FLCs larger but also crews are formedor picked up daily at well known sites near the border, foremen do

the hiring for three-fourths of FLCs. Only 18 percent of FLCs retain centralized control of hiring. At the
other extreme, three-fourths of FLCs make most of the hiring decisions in San Joaquin, where small
operations predominate. Foremen make most hiring decisions in more than one-third of FLC operations
in Fresno and Monterey.

Table F4. Responsibility for Hiring, by Size of Operation (% of FLCs)

Decision Maker
Total Saw le Baku Medium Lanu

FLC 66 64 57 45
Supervisors 7 5 9 9
Foremen 37 31 34 46

Table F-5. Responsibility for Hiring, by Region (% of FLCs)

Decision Maher
Tot. Sample Imprxel Venture fAonterey Fresno S. Joaquin

FLC 56 18 69 60 53 76
Supervisor 7 7 7 3 8 9
Foremen 37 75 24 37 38 15

Pre-employment interview is the only selection tool used by a majority (57 percent) of FICs. The
"interview" could be formally structured or a quick conversation in the field. Nineteen percent of FLCs use
written "applicatbns," considered by some to be any written information form other than the Form 1-9

(required by the 1986 immigration reform act to verify employment eligibility). Fifteen percent of FLCs

consider references from other employers. Only 8 percent use a test or demonstration of worker skills in
making decisions to hire.

Of all selection tools, use of references from other employers varies most across regions. Almost one-

quarter of FLCs in Fresno (23 percent) and one-fifth in Imperial (21 percent) depend on information from

previous employers, whereas only one contractor (3 percent) in the San Joaquin subsample does so.

Use of selection information tools varies little by FLC size. Small and medium-sized FLCs use skills tests

more often than large (11, 9, and 5 percent respectively). Large FICs are somewhat more likely to use

written applications (22 percent) and interviews (61 percent).

The only hiring criterion cited by virtually all FLCs as important (very for 97 percent, somewhat for 2

percent) is a workers legal status," or eligbility for employment in the United States. Following in

importanoe across our sample is compatibility with the rest of the crew (very or somewhat important to 84
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percent of FLCs), prior experience in the same crop and task (81 percent), demonstration of ability (62

percent), and prior farm experience In other crops (62 percent). Content of references from a previous

employer or other worker is important to about one-third of FLCs. Additional criteria specifically mentioned

by FLCs are respect for supervisor, ability to work safely, honesty, dependability,, sobriety, and good

health.

Differences in hiring criteria by size and region are relatively minor. Large and Imperial-based contractors

more often say that they give weight to prior experience in the same crop and to .crew compatibility.

Contractors in San Joaquin are less concerned than others with demonstrated ability. More than half the

Fresno sample say that references are very or somewhat important.

b. jnformation Given to Workers

Newly hired workers are most likely to learn what is expected of them through an oral explanation by their

foremen (84 percent of FLC operations) and/or by the contractor (72 percent). A quarter of FLCs have

written handbooks or notices describing their general rules and policies. More large than small and

medium contractors give information to workers in written form (43 percent compared to 22 percent and

16 percent, respectively). Fewer FLCs in Ventura than other regions have written rules (11 percent

compared to between 27 and 33 percent).

Wage rates are posted or given in writing to workers by 73 percent of contractors, and information about

benefits by 70 percent. Crop and task are specified in writing by 41 percent and length of employment by

17 percent. Many contractors say they cannot post crop, task, or length of employment because they do

not know how long employment will last at each site, and because workers may be switched from one crop

and location to another during a single day.

Written notice of wage rates is reported most often in Imperial (89 percent of FLCs) and least often in

Fresno (58 percent). The location of the wort site is posted most often in Imperial (57 percent) and least

often in Ventura (28 percent).

While most contractors report that they provide written information about at least some terms of

employment, it is not atways received or recognized by workers. Of 23 FLCs whose workers were

interviewed, for example, 18 said that they post or give written information about wages, but employees of

only three confirmed this assertion. Sixteen of the FLCs said that they gave written notice of benefits, but

workers were aware of only four doing so. 4,
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c. Btipervision

Instructions on how to do the work at each field or site are most often given by foremen (for more than half

of FLCs), although about one-third of FLCs instruct workers themsetves, and growers give Instructions for

a few FLCs (Table F-6). In large and medium firms, workers less often receive instructions directty from the

FLC and more from foremen and supervisors. Growers are more likely to instruct ertployees of large than

small or medium FLCs.

Table F-6. Provider of instructions at Work Site, by Size (% of FLCs)

Total Sample Zola 11 hfiadilita La=
FLCs 29 45 24 17
Supervisors 8 6 89 10
Foremen 58 45 64 67
Growers 4 3 3 5

Foremen instruct workers in large majorities of FLC operations in Imperial, Monterey, and Ventura,

whereas almost half the FLCs in San Joaquin instruct workers personalty (Table F-7). FLCs report that

growers normally instruct workers at 10 percent of operations in Fresno, but none in Imperial, Ventura, or

San Joaquin.

Table F-7. Provider of instructions at Work Site, by Region (% of FLCs)

Tot. Sample trizajal yen= Monterey Fresno San Joaquin

FLCs 29 18 28 20 30 49
Supervisors 8 7 3 3 13 9
Foremen 58 75 69 73 47 42
Growers 4 o 0 3 10 0

While most contractors (87 percent) keep no written records of employee performance, six percent write

evaluations regularly and seven percent occasionally. Large growers are most likely to keep performance

records (11 percent regularly, 11 percent occasionally).

d. Eax..atilema

Most FLCs pay workers weekly (87 percent). A few pay daily (4 percent), and a few on some other

schedule (9 percent), usually a combination of daily and weekly. Examples of the latter were given by San

Joaquin FLCs who usually pay weekly but meet the request of apricot workers (mostly migrating families

and local recruits from Stockton) who insist on being paid daily if they are to return to work another day.

Outside of Imperial (see below), daily payments and combinations of daily and weekly pay are found most

frequently in San Joaquin (6 percent daily; 18 percent combination) and among small FLCs (6 percent

daily and 11 percent combination).
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Daily payment is most common in Imperial (14 percent of FLCs), although some FLCs flatly refuse to suffer

the additional paperwort ft causes. Many workers there spoke as though this pay schedule were the

norm, but according to information from FLCs, the preference for daily pay was much more extensive than

the management practice of it. The advantage to the worker of having immediate cash to spend for daily

necessities apparently outweighs for some the potential stability of continuous work with the same
employer.

The most common form of payment to workers is by check (88 percent ofcontractors). A few FLCs pay;

cash to all workers (7 percent) or by check to some and cash to others (5 percent). This nUed practice is

most common in San Joaquin (15 percent of FLCs), where some FLCs pay their weekly workers by check

and daily workers in cash.

All FLCs report giving workers a pay stub or written statement of earnings and deductions. One contractor

showed the two-part pay ticket he uses to document cash payments. One part of the tickethas numbered

squares, where a punch can be made to indicate production quantity, and lines for the employee's name,

address, social security number, and signature. Both parts have lines for the number of units; wage rate;

federal tax; state tax; FICA; SDI; and total paid. One section is torn off and given to the employee, and the

other is retained by the FLC. All but one of the 92 workers interviewed said that they indeed receive pay

stubs.

Only 6 percent of FLCs pay different wage rates for the same type of job within a crew. Roughly hatf of

them base differences on seniority (length of employment) and half on other factors. Such wage

differentiation is most common in Imperial (18 percent of FLCs) and evidenced not at all in Monterey.

e. Mandatoof and Voluntary Benefits

All FLCs report paying unemployment insurance, workers' compensation insurance, and Social Security

contributions for all their workers. These findings were strongly corroborated by workers for all 23 FLCs on

whom We have employee interview data.

Thirty-seven percent of contractors report paying show-up wages to workers who are told to report but are

not needed to work. Some of the other contractors say they do not pay show-up wages because this

situation never occurs. Twenty percent say they pay for stand-by or "wet-time," such as when workers

have to wait for ice to melt off lettuce in the early morning before starting in the Imperial winter vegetable

harvest. Large growers are more likely to report paying show-up wages (47 percent) and stand-by wages
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(29 percent) to at least 60 percent of their workers. These payments are most common in Monterey and

Imperial and least common in San Joaquin and Fresno.

Of the 23 FLOs whose workers we interviewed, 10 said that they pay for show-up, but employees of only

"one provided confirmation. Worker interview results were able to support only one of five FLC assertions

to have paid for wet time.

Few FLCs provide to all their workers such voluntary benefits as health insurance (3 percent), paid

vacation (1 percent), paid sick leave (1 percent), or other bonuses (7 percent). Bonuses were paid bY

more FLCs in Imperial (18 percent) and Ventura (10 percent) than in other regions. No significant

differences in offering heatth insurance or vacation dayswere found by size or region. Worker interviews

confirmed the responses about voluntary benefits from their 23 related FLCs, including all four who pay
cash bonuses.

1. Egpargiudayarga*

FLCs overall estimate that fewer than one-quarter of their workers (22 percent) stayed with them the entire

season in 1990. The proportion was greatest in Ventura (30 percent) and smallest in Fresno (15 percent).

Fewer workers remain the full work year with larger FLCs (18 percent) than with small (26 percent) and

&tedium FLCs (22 percent).

Two-thirds of contractors retain the authority themselves to make final decisions on which workers or

crews to lay off when the work slows (Table F-8). others delegate this authority to foremen or supervisors.

In a few cases, the grower decides whom to lay off. Eleven percent of FLCs handle layoffs in otherways,

'such as deciding jointly with their foremen or managing to release all workers at the same time. Several

report that workers leave on their own as contracted tasks or seasonal activity winds down.

Table F-8. Responsibility for Sei;aration Decisions

Layoffs (% FLCs) Authority to Fire (% FLCs)*

FLC 67 93
Supervisors 7 41
Foremen 10 69
Grower 6 13
Joint or Other 1 1 1

Muttiple mentions accepted
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More contractors in Fresno retain control of layoffs than in other regions (77 percent), and Imperial FLCs,

who tend to be further removed km their workers due to sheer size, more often delegate ft (29 percent

to supervisors and 14 percent to foremen). Workers leaving on their own Is most common in San Joaquin,

where crop harvests are generally shortest. Growers make layoff decisions slightly more often in Fresno

and Ventura, and not at all in San Joaquin.

Primary criteria for deciding whom to lay off include seniority (cited by 41 percent of FLCs), skill or

performance (13 percent), a combination of seniority and performance (17 percent), and other factors (29

percent), many referring to workers leaving on their own. Other bases for layoff are seniority of the crew

boss, first crew finished, least responsible workers first, or arbitrary decision by the foreman. Some FLCs

lay off all crews at the same time. Packing sheds determine layoffs for several contractors. Large and

medium FLC operations are more likely than small to consider seniority in layoff decisions, as are firms in

Monterey and Ventura.

Most FLCs retain the authority to fire workers, but many also delegate to foremen and supervisors the right

to dismiss. Delegation of discharge authority, like many other aspects of personnel management, is more

common in the larger Imperial firms, where fewer FLCs reserve this power for themselves (79 percent).

Thirteen percent of FLCs let growers fire their workers. Grower involvement in firing workers is more

common in small and medium size FLC operations and in San Joaquin (21 percent of FLCs); it is least

common in Monterey (3 percent).

3. Safety Information and Managemeny

Although most interviews were conducted before enforcement of the SB198 requirement that employers

have written safety programs, almost all FLCs (94 percent) said that they had rules or policies intended to

prevent work-related injuries. Many, however, considered as "rules and policies" such statements as

"Don't play with the hoes; be aware of people around you; stay on the tracks when driving cars out of the

field; use clippers and knives carefully so you won't get hurt; don't ride on tractors; no speeding on

tractors; don't jump over irrigation ditches."

a. Communication of Safety Rules to Workers

Most safety rules are communicated orally to workers by foremen and supervisors (89 percent), FLCs

themselves (73 percent, nonexclusive of others), or both. More FLCs in San Joaquin (97 percent) and

Fresno (83 percent) personally communicate safety rules. Few Imperial FLCs (33 percent) do so. Oral

communication of rules range in form from structured safety meetings to individual reprimands for unsafe
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behavior. Worker responses supported but nine of nineteen FLCs (of the 23 whose employees were
interviewed) who said that they explained safety rules.

A third of contractors report having safety rules in written form. More in Fresno (45 percent) and fewer in
Imperial (17 percent) had written rules or policies when the interviews were conducted. However, Imperial
interviews were conducted before the requirement for a written program was enforced. They took place
about five months before the interviews in Fresno and during the period when many FLCs were preparing
to comply with SB198. Of ten FLCs reporting to have written safety rules, employees of four provided
confirmation.

b. Enforcement of Safety Rules

Foremen and supervisors enforce the safety rules tor almost all FLCs (93 percent), yet many FLCs (84
percent) are also involved. Insurance companies and growers help enforce safety rules for about one-
third of FLCs. Analysis by FLC size reveals little difference except for greater involvement of insurance
companies in enforcement at larger operations (43 percent of large FLCs, 33 percent of medium, and 23
percent of small). Insurance agents can provide services affecting greater numbers of people and
potentially control claims mpre efficiently through their larger clients.

Regional differences are statistically significant in one area. In Fresno and San Joaquin, 50 and 44
percent of FLCs say that growers and packing houses enforce safety rules. In Imperial and Monterey,
FLCs are less personally involved in safety enforcement than in other regions.

c. safety Training

Two-thirds of contractors provided safety training for workers in 1990, but fewer (57 percent) gave the
training during paid work time. Training ranged from formal meetings with an outside expert (and
refreshments served) to a demonstration by the FLC or foremen on how to safely use a knife or clippers.
Some of the more formal training programs were on nonpaid time. Large contractors overall reported

providing more worker training (74 percent) than small (59 percent) and medium (69 percent), though

geographically training was most prevalent in San Joaquin (82 percent), where operations tend to be
smaller.

Most contractors also say they inform foremen and field supervisors about pesticide safety: where to go

for emergency medical care (95 percent), what posting means and what activities are prohibited during a
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reentry Interval (90 percent), and symptoms of pesticide poisoning (88 percent). Imperial FLCs had the

lowest rates for giving foremen this information (85 percent, 73.percent, 73 percent respectively). The

survey question about this practice, however, used terminology of the legal requirement and may thus

have cued FLCs to give a *corrects answer.

cl. Sources of Safety Information

The one source of saiety information for almost all respondents is insurance companies (Table F-9).

Roughly half of FLCs also get safety information from other sources, such as county agricultural

commissioners; other government agencies; magazines and newspapers; grower or employer

associations. Fewer receive safety information from Cooperative Extension or other university programs,

and from growers or other FLCs.

Table F4. Sources of Safety Information (% of FLCs)

Baal lowerial Vgalur.a Mcipterey Fresno S. Joaquin

Insurance Co. 96 89 97 100 98 91
Agric. Commissioners 48 43 32 63 48 52
Other Gov't Agencies 50 43 43 57 53 52
Magazines, Newspapers 45 36 32 20 67 45
Grower/Employer Assoc. 44 43 50 40 48 33
U.C. Ag Extension 27 29 11 20 45 15
Other FLCs/Growers 18 7 11 10 33 15

Regional differences in sources of information reflect local differences in key people and institutions. For

example, while insurance companies were active in all regions, they had provided information to every

contractor interviewed In Ventura. Many FIGS there identified the same agent, who gave training to

workers and consistently good service to contractors. In Monterey County, the agriculturalcommissioner

is particularly active in pesticide training and enforcement. In Fresno, a U.C. Farm Advisor and EDD

Agribusiness Representative have been very active in presenting safety seminars and useful

publications. Additionally, the Farm Labor Contractor Alliance, formerly based in Fresno (now defunct),

provided much information to contractors.

e. Warisstrasouensalkinlarsim

According to the contractors interviewed, concern about safety practice has paid off. The overall average

workers' compensation Insurance experience modification ("X-mod") factor is 97 percent, slightly below
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the industry average by definition. All employers are assigned a 100 percent factor when they begin
business, and the factor is later modified according to the company's claims experience. A lenge number

of claims or a serious accident can result in a higher factor, which translates directly to a policy premium

more expensive than the average. For example, if the modification factor is 120, then the company pays

120 percent of the assigned rate for the industry. If the company has had few claims and none serious,
the X-mod can be well under 100.

Almost three-quarters of FLCs report X-mods of 100 or less. Fourteen percent haye rates from 101 to
124, and another 14 percent from 125 to 200. Most of those with highest rates have had serious

accidents with machinery, cars, or trucks. Accidents between cars andtrucks in the fields or on highways

(while hauling crops or machinery) have led to steep rate increases for several contractors. Small FLCs

have higher X-mods (average 102) than large ones (average 91). All regions have factors averaging 100
or less.

In the Ventura region many contractors, especially those who work in citrus, express great concern about

high workers' componsation insurance rates. The workers' compensation rate in citrus, as with other tree

fruit, is the highest among all fruit and vegetable crops, $16.19 dollars per hundred of direct payroll. Back

injuries are frequent among citrus workers, who carry 50 pound bags up and down ladders. Many Ventura

FLCs complain about a high rate of claims fraud, which is encouraged, they say, by advertisements of

personal injury lawyers. Despite their complaints, however, the FLCs interviewed had below-average X-
mods.

4. Other Services Provided by FLCe

Most FLCs provide tools to workers (87 percent). Twelve percent of them charge for the tools, and many

more require a refundable deposit. Other services for workers are provided by far fewer contractors.

Transportation is the next most commonly offered, but only 12 percent of FLCs provide it themselves, and

one-fourth say that it is their foremen who do. Other FLCs claim not to know if their foremen provide rides

to workers. Of the labor contractors that do provide transportation (directly or through foremen), 18

percent require workers to use it. A third provide transportation without cost, and the others charge

between $1.00 and $4.00 daily. Three dollars is the most common charge reported.

Of the FLCs who provide transportation, more are large (62 percept) than medium (24 percent) or small

(14 percent). The FLCs who report that their foremen proviie rides are equally divided among the three
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size groups. FLC-provided transportation is most common in Monterey and imperial (30 and 28 percent of

FLCs interviewed). Few FLCs in the other regions provkie rides, and none do in Fresno. Rides by

foremen or affiliated uralteror are most common In Fresno, where over hatf (53 percent) of FLCs report

the service.

Housing is provided to workers by only 11 percent of FLCs. Weekly charges range from $12 to $80.

These charges sometimes cover meals. A small number of FLCs, all in Fresno and San Joaquin, report

that their foremen provide housing. There are no regional differences in the proportions of FLCs who

offer housing. About 5 percent of FLOs and 3 percent of FLCs' foremen provide food to workers, many in

conjunction with housing.

A few FLCs cash checks for their workers (7 percent). One requires workers to cash their pay checks with

him, and one charges $1 per check.
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G. Contacts With Government Agencies

1. Meeting License Reapirementfi

A majority of FLCs reported no difficulty getting licensed in California: 57 percent found the state test to

be easy, and 67percent found it easy to post the bond required for a state license.

About one-third thought the licensing test was moderately difficult, and only 7 percent found it very

difficult. Four percent admitted to not taking the test, perhaps because they were among the unlicensed

FLCs interviewed (3 percent of sample) and perhaps because the test was legally taken by someone else

in their firm. The FLC entity could have been a corporation or a partnership, or the interview could have

been conducted with someone other than the contractor, such as field supervisor. Respondents in large

and medium sized FLCs were more likely to find the test easy. Greater proportions of contractors in

Monterey thought the test easy (79 percent), and In San Joaquin moderate or difficult (55 percent).

While two4hirds of the total sample reported that posting the bond was easy, it was moderately hard for 18

percent, very difficult for 13 percent, and not even posted by 3 percent. An equal proportion of small and

large FLCs found it difficult to post bond, but a greater share of large ones said it was easy. Contractors in

Monterey were more likely to report posting bond easy (80 percent), and in Fresno less (57 percent).

2. FLC Requests for Information or Assistance

ManY FLCs have contacted government agencies for information or assistance. Large FLCs made the

most contacts (46 percent of all contacts reported), and small FLCs the fewest (23 percent). Contractors

in Fresno requested information or assistance slightly more often than those in other regions.

The agencies contacted most often by FLCs for information or assistance are Department of Industrial

Relations (DIR, 26 percent of all contacts), and Employment Development Department (EDD, 23 percent).

Other agencies received fewer inquiries from FLCs: Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)--13

percent of contacts; County Agricultural Commissioners - 11 percent; Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA)-10 percent; Department of Labor (DOL)--9 percent; others-7 percent).
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3. Jrisbections by Government Agencies

FLCs are regulated by state and federal laws administered and enforced by a collection of agencies.1

Public policies affecting contractors can be grouped as those that (1) set limits on specific terms of

employment (minimum and overtime wages, rest periods, field sanitation and safety standards), (2)

regulate interactions between empe.,yers and workers (pre-employment screening, collective bargaining,

dismissal); or (3) modify labor supply or workforce development outside of the employment context

(immigration rules, public training programs, migrant health services).

Agencies that most frequently conduct workplace inspections include the U.S. Department of Labor,

California Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Occupational Safety and Health (state) and

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (federal)2, U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, and

U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Officials from these agencies have stated that resources are insufficient to

maintain adequate enforcement programs; while agricultural workers and their advocates tell of violations

by FLCs, some FLCs complain of harsh or petty enforcement by agency staff.

Many more FLCs, however, assert that lax enforcement of the laws puts law-abiding contractors at a

competitive disadvantage. Several large FLCs in this survey state that enforcement agents inspect their

operations much more often than smaller firms, seemingly because their offices are easier to find and they

tend to be more cooperative. They believe that the intent of worker protective legislation is not well

served when enforcement agents spend enormous amounts of time examining records on thousands of

employees and find but a few minor violations.

The results of this survey support the contention that large FLCs are ifispected and fined at a higher rate

than small ones (Table G-1). While the overall proportion of contractors inspected by respective agencies

at least once during 1987-90 varies from 23 to 40 percent, the rate for large FLCs is 34 to 59 percent.

Among small FLds, the rate is 17 to 27 percent, or about half that for the large firms. Inspection rates for

medium-sized FLCs are in a middio range.

Table G-1. FLCs Inspected by Government Agencies, 1987-90, by Size

Ag.611GX Tot. Sample r/f21 Small (%) Medium (%) Laragzsa

Immigration. & Nat. Service 30 19 31 40
Dept. of Labor 40 27 36 59
Dept. of Indust. Relations 36 25 38 47
Doc. Safety & Health. 23 17 19 34

1. For more information on these laws, see Howard R. Rosenberg and Daniel L Egan, Labor Management Laws in
California Agricukure, Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources (Publication 21404), University of California,
1990; and Suzanne Vaupel and Philip L Martin, Activity and Regulation of Farm Labor Contractors, Giannini
Information Series No. 86-3, 1986.

2. Responsibility for enforcing occupational health and safety standards in California shifted between federal and
state agencies during the years (1987-90) about which the survey asked.
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Reported inspection rates also vary greatly by region (Table G-2). In Imperial, where there is a smaller

number of contractors, inspection rates are higher than in other regions. Half the FLCs interviewed there

had been inspected by the Immigration and Naturalization Service and even more by the Department of

Labor, the Department of Industrial Relations, and l'other agencies (such as the Internal Revenue

Service, Agricuttural Commissioner, Highway Patrol, and local health department). Inspection rates by
most agencies are lowest in Ventura. Taken as a whole, however, the combined activity of all agencies

has left only a small portion of FLCs we surveyed in each region uninspected. Four of five contractors had

been visited by at least one of the agencies during the 1987-90 period.

Table G-2. FLCs Inspected by Government Agencies, 1987-90, by Region

Agency
Total Irrperial Ventura Monterey Fresno S. Joaquin
mai gyai Lohi rzei tya

Immig. & Nat. Svc. 30 50 11 20 35 27
Dept. of Labor 40 61 29 55 32 33
Dept. of Ind. Rel. 36 61 23 30 27 45
Occ. Safety & Health. 23 41 18 21 13 34
Other Agency 37 57 38 27 35 30
Any Agency 79 86 83 77 73 82

Overall, about one-third of FLCs had been cited or fined for violations of law between 1987 and the end of

1990, most of them only once (Table G-3). One in five had been cited twice, and 7 percent more than

twice. One contractor reported being fined 12 times. The share of FLCs penalized was greatest in

Imperial and smallest in San Joaquin. Large contractors were not only inspected but also fined more often

than small and medium size firms. About 60 percent of FLCs in our sample who had been finedare large

and fewer than 20 percent small. DIR appeared to be the agency assessing the most fines, followed by

'other agencies, DOL, DOSH and OSHA, and INS (Table G-4).

Table G-3. FLCs Clted or Fined, 1987-90, by Region

Total
Sample &mutt Ventura Monterey Fresno B. Joaquin

% FLCs Cited 32 64 28 30 28 18
Av.. # Citations 1.5 2.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3

for those who were cited at all
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Table G4., Proportion of All FLC Citations, 1987-90, by Apncy

4.

Agana % of Citationa

DIR 34
DOL. 21
OSHA 10
INS 7
Other 28

;..01 10 pi 1,9: 1^ e, it t 11,:11 - 1, to.. ir: at

a. Claims

Like all employers, FLCs are required to report their monthly employment and quarterly payroll and to pay

unemployment insurance tax on all wages. The required quarterly and annual reports to EDD can be

confusing, especially to new employers unfamiliar with them. Some who are not aware of and do not pay

timely payroll taxes overestimate their net income after receiving fees from growers and paying wages due

to workers. After spending or encumbering their "profits," they may have to borrow from new revenues

later to meet quarterly and annual tax obligations. A cyclical pattern may continue until their accounts get

so far out of balance that they cannot meet wages and tax commitments, go out of business, or both.

Most of the FLCs interviewed (90 percent) say they have no problem understanding the EDD forms on

which Ul wages are reported. However, 10 percent do have trouble, and the proportion of small FLCs who

are confused is greater than average (16 percent). Contractors in San Joaquin have the most trouble with

the forms (27 percent reporting difficulty). Fewer in Fresno and Imperial report problems (10 and 7

percent, respectively), and no FLCs report such problems in Ventura and Monterey.

Rates for unemployment Insurance are modified by an "experience rating," based by formula on the

amounts of benefits paid to an employers formeremployees.3 Workers who are laid off when seasonal

work ends are eligible to collect unemployment benefits. To remain eligible, workers must be actively

available for employment. Those who fall to seek employment or to report for work when recalled lose

their eligibilky. Workers who ate fired for cause are not eligible for Ul benefits.

Because much agricultural employment is seasonal, many workers do become eligible for unemployment

benefits, and agricultural employers generally pay higher Ul tax rates than those in other industries.

Employers can help to control their Ul rates and costs by recalling laid off workers, monitoring claims filed

0. For full discussion of eligibility for unemployment benefits and the determination of an employer's Ul tax rate, see

the annual Empioyer's Tax Gude, issued by the Employment Development Department.
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against their accounts, and contesting those without merit (i.e., claims by workers who were fired for cause

or who do not return to work when recalled).

Most FLCs contest few or no Ul claims filed. More than half (53 percent) did not contest any Ul claims from

1987 through 1990. Fifteen percent challenged a minimal number, one or two claims over these four

years. Fewer than one-third (32 percent) contested more than two claims in the period. A few contractors,

however, have vigorous Ul monitoring programs: eight of them challenged 100 or more claims in 3 years,

and one estimates contesting 1,500.

b. Enloyment Data

Compilations of FLCs' and growers' Ul reports are the source of current and detailed EDD publications

describing quantities of agricultural employers, jobs, workers, and wages (e.g., AgricauraLEmplgarant,

Report 882; and Agricuttural Employment Pattern Study). Information presented in these publications,

however, can be misleading. The structure of employer categorization is a main source of this problem.

The EDD data series report employment and payroll by Standard Industrial Codes (SIC). Agricultural

employment is classified by SIC for major crops and agricultural services. EDD assigns a single SIC 'to each

employer when first setting up an account. This simple identification scheme does not provide for sorting

of FLC activity by crop sector.

Thus, RC' reports are generally collected under SIC 0761 (Farm Labor Contractors), but some are under

0762 (Farm Management Services) or 0722 (Crop Harvesting, Primarily by Machine). Contractors who also

farm are often under the appropriate code for the crops they grow, depending on which business they

entered first. So most growers who engage in some seasonal contracting are not represented as FLCs in

Ul files, nor are others whose farm labor contracting business grew from an operation originally classified

otherwise. The dual result is that (1) total FLC employment of record is understated and other categories

overstated, and (2) distribution of FLC activity over various crop sectors is not discernable.

More accurate and refined reporting of payroll and employment from the Ul data base would depend on

incorporation of more specific identifying information (such as multiple codes and type-of-business

declarations) from FLCs. But the amount and form of additional information requested, if too complex or

intrusive, could and up further reducing compliance with the obligation to report.

The current survey explored FLC reaction to two possibilities for Increasing information on crops in which

their employees work. The first option would bye to simply specify the crops worked on the quarterly
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report. A large majority of FLCs (78 percent) expressed willingness to comply. Small operators were

somewhat more willing than large ones to report crops (82 percent, compared to 73 percent).

The second idea would be to not only specify crops but also designate how much of total wages was paid

for work in each. A smaller majority of FLCs said that they could meet this kind of reporting standard, 39

percent saying that It would be a problem. More Small operations (48 percent) would have difficulty

reporting wages by crop than large (40 percent) or medium-sized operations (27 percent).

5. Agtions Desired of Public Agencies

In all regions except Imperial, FLCs were asked what the government or university could and should do for

them. Their responses can be viewed as reflections of problems that contractors believe to be out of their

own control. By far the most frequent response, given by more than one-third who answered, is to

provide educational programs on legal, technical, and business aspects of labor contracting (Table G-5).

Nearly half as many suggested stronger law enforcement, particularly targeting unlicensed contractors.

Table G-5. What FLCs Want from the Government and University

Offer Education

Percent of Suggestionsin=107)

36
Increase Enforcement of FLC Regulation 1 5
Reform Workers' Compensation System 1 0
Standardize Commission Rates 7
Increase Worker Wages 7
Assist in Collecting Payments from Growers 7
Simplify Paperwork 7
Strengthen Licensing Procedures 3
Increase Research on FLCs 3
Eiminate Agency Overlaps 2
Increase Worker Housing Availabilty 2
Enforce Laws Against Growers Hiring Unlicensed FLCs 2
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H. Conclusion

1. Role of Farm Labor Contractors

Farm labor contractors (FLCs) are an established part of the agricuttural business structure in California.

Operating effectively in their niche entails complex relationships with customers, workers, and

government agencies. Labor contracting has evolved as an institution along with developments in farm

production technoldgy, workforce demographics, the regulatory climate, and regional conditions.

Many FLCs have specialized knowledge and skills, offices, computers, and field equipment. They are tied

to other parts of the agricultural community through not only dose relationships with customers but also

direct ownership interest in related businesses. Some entered labor contracting with the help of growers

who had previously employed them as foremen or supervisors. One-third of the contractors in the survey

operate farms.

Labor contractors provide a means for engaging predominantly Spanish-speakers of Mexican descent to

work on farms run mainly by English-speakers. An international infrastructure of friendship and kinship

networks has facilitated immigration of agricukural workers to the U.S. and referral to jobs. FLCs and their

crew leaders are often part of or central to these networks.

2. Defining the FLC Population

Because the population of FLCs is not known absolutely, measuring and regulating its activity is not

straightforward. Three ways to become officially identified as a farm tabor contractor in California are (1) to

register with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), (2) to obtain a license from the state Department of

Industrial Relations (DIR), and (3) to pay unemployment Insurance taxes to the Employment Development

Department (EDD) under the standard industrial classification code for farm labor contractors and crew

leaders, SIC 0761.

Government agencies define FLCs differently, and lists of contractors from the respective files maintained

by DOL, DIR, and EDD differ greatly. Only 506 of a total 3,580 entities who are on any of the three lists are

on all. Some persons who perform labor contracting activity are on none of the lists.

Counting onty those known to EDD as FLCs (i.e., paying unemployment insurance under SIC 0761),

there are 1,080 contractors who employ an average of 78,000 workers (roughly 20 percent of state farm

total) and pay a yearly total of $580 million in wages. These measures clearly understate the real FLC
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population, employment, and payrolls. Some licensed or registered operators pay under different SIC

codes. Still additional contracting work is performed by an unknown number of indMduals who do not file

unemployment insurance taxes.

3. Business Organization and Diversily

Beyond the differences in official definition, FLCs are a very diverse group. The market for which labor

contractors design their 'product lines" is also diverse. Customers with different crops, business and

organizational structures, and preferences for direct involvement in farm production have different sets of

needs that they hire contractors to serve.

A fundamental difference among labor contractors is business size. Most FLC firms are small, but larger

ones are responsible for most of the aggregate contracting activity. The 14 percent of FLCs in the Ul file

with payrolls of $1 million or more in 1990 paid out three-fifths of the wages and accounted for more than

haft of the employment under SIC 0761. Almost 60 percent of FLCs had payrolls smaller than $250

thousand, but they accounted for only one-tenth of aggregate pay and one-eighth of employment.

Average peak employment in the survey sample was 280, the median 150. Most FLCs have another level

in their organizations between them and workers, though in smaller firms contractors themselves

supervise one or two crews. The contractors' own middlemenknown as foremen, mayordomos, or crew

bosses--deal directly with workers as first-line supervisors. They have considerable responsibility to

recruit, hire, assign, instruct, correct, discipline, and discharge production employees, who often view

them, rather than the licensed FLC, as the employer. Half of the contractors in our sample employ more

than five foremen at peak, and two-fifths have still another level of management between them and the

foremen. Only 6 percent had no hired foremen during their peak level of activity in 1990, and four-fifths

had at least one during their entire work year. The number of foremen at peak averages nearly 8 and

ranges up to 62.

Nearly all FLCs have office staff for administrative tasks, and most use computers for production and

payroll records. About two-thirds use services of accountants or bookkeepers, more often working as

outside professionals than direct employees. Family members of the contractor are involved in two-thirds

of FLC businesses, most commonly in office tasks but also in supervisory and operational field work.
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4. Personal Characteristimi

FLCs mediate between cultures as well as factors of production. Contractors are mostly of Hispanic

background; about half were born In Mexico and more than one-quarter In California. More than half speak

Spanish at home, and nearly one in five speaks little or no English. Their ages range widely, though most

FLCs are in their 40s and 50s. Although they average less than 10 years of total schooling, nearly one in

four has some college education, and one-third are high school graduates.

Contractors have abundant backgrounds in agriculture. They have operated FLC businesses for almost

as many years as they spent in school. Seventy percent have been labor contracting for 5 years or longer,

and one in six for more than 20 years. Nearly all came to the business with experience in production

agriculture, the great majority having worked as agricultural foremen and field workers. Morethan a fourth

had been growers or farm managers.

Most FLCs are committed to their occupation. They operate their contracting businesses an average of

8.7 months per year, and one-third do so in all 12 months. FLCs invest in personal andorganization

development to build qualifications supplementing the bilingual communication skills that most possess

before entering the business. Contractors acquire knowledge, certification, and equipment, and they hire

staff for keeping records, administering finances, transporting supplies and workers, and supporting field

work.

5. Business Functions with Customers and Employees

Although new business relationships begin and old ones end each year, stability of a FLC's customer

base is the rule rather than the exception. Contractor-customer relationships endure over time. On

average, FLCs provide services to 15 growers or packing houses. A handful of FLCs have only one

customer, and even some large operations do all their business with but a few growers or packing houses.

The structure and amount of FLC charges to customers vary more between than within crop and regional

groupings. One way of charging is based on a fixed rate per piece or other unit of work output. While

gMng customers a predictable unit cost, this type of fee structure carries for FLCs the greatest

entrepreneurial risk and profit potential. Not tied by formula to payroll, it results in total revenue which may

end up exceeding or falling short of expenses. The more common method of calculating bills to

customers is to acid a percentage rate to the amount of wages paid directly by the FLC. While such

commission rates sometimes cover only FLC overhead arid profit, they are more frequently set higher to

be also inclusive of indirect payroll costs (taxes and mandatory insurance).
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Indirect payroll costs establish a lower bound for commissions that contractors can Marge without losing

money on a job. Workers compensation Insurance premiums are about half of these indirect costs and

are a function of crop type in which the work is performed, so average commission rates vary by crop. Most

inclusive rates are from 30 to 40 percent. While more than two-thirds of FLCs say that they either set their

fees or negotiate them with growers, a sizable minority report accepting commission rates determined by

customers..

The services that FLCs provide for growers include a wide spectrum of personnel functions. At the core is

recruiting and hiring workers, directing or getting them to the worksite, supervising their work, and paying

their wages. Work tools are provided by a large majority of FLOs, sometknes at a fee to workers, and

transportation by a minority of contractors or their foremen, usually at a fee. Particularly in the Fresno and

San Joaquin regions, foremen and "raiterosw sell transportation to FLC employees. During periods of

Peak seasonal activity, some of these agents expand their repertoires and conduct their own labor

contracting businesses. Few labor contractors sell housing and food to workers.

Employment relationships between contractors and workers are fairly stable. Most FLCs stay in touch with

some former employees during the off-season and use recalls to assernble their crews. About hair of a

FLC's workforce is composed of returnees from the previous year. Less than a quarter of the workers,

however, stay for the full work year. The average count of persons that contractors employ sometime

during the year is 3.7 times their number of jobs at peak. Most recruitment is through referrals from

foremen and current crew members; hiring of walk-ins Is also very common. A substantial minority of

contractors place orders with the EDD Job Service, but none find their best workers this way. All say that

they place importance on the obligation to verify workers' eligibility for employment in the U.S.

In larger contracting businesses, as in other types of organization, there is more division of authority, and

top level managers (including owners) tend to have little or no day to day contact with people at the

production work level. They influence workers mainly through their selection and managementof

foremen, who may operate more like subcontractors than direct employees. Many foremen work for more

than one contractor during a season. A mayordomo's consistency ofemployment with a given FLC

appears to be weakest in Imperial.

it is common for customers to work with FLCs in not only determining standards and methods for

production but also setting terms of employment for workers. Conversely, but to a lesser extent,

contractors assist growers in making production decisions.
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Imperial FLCs are the largest, by average payroll and employment. They have the most experience in the

contracting business. A high proportion are non-Hispanics (36 percent Anglo). They have the highest
levels of education and non-agricultural experience among all regions. Most (79 percent) are involved in

at least one other business; nearly two-thirds have custom harvesting operations and one-half trucking

firms. Imperial contractors are most Ike ly to own computers, buses, and harvesting equipment. More than

one-fourth put their customer contracts into writien tom, and some contractors have close partnerships

with growers. Foremen in this region tend to have the bulk of responsibility for employment relations with
workers, and they are least committed to working for a single FLC. Weekly and daily shifting of foreman-

contractor alignments is not uncommon.

Yentura FLCs are largely Mexican-born immigrants. Their average level of education in Mexican schools is

the highest in the survey sample. All use the phone to contact former workers, and none report owning

buses. The proportion of their 1990 business with customers for whom they worked three years is the

lowest among regions. Perhaps because FLCs in the Ventura region are in business more than ten

months per year, the average portion of workers remaining with them for the entire work year is highest.

Montero has the greatest proportion of large firms in its FLC population, and its contractor payrolls are

almost as large as in Imperial. As a group, Monterey FLCs are the most recent entrants into the business

and work the longest average year. Though the proportion of Hispanics there is even higher than in

Ventura, half were born In the United States. Contractors in this region have high stability of relations with

customers and make the greatest use of written contracts. Workerwages and workforce stability there are

also relatively high; the ratio of persons employed during the year to peak number of jobs is lowest.

Monterey contractors most commonly charge a commission exclusive of payroll taxes and mandatory

insurance, which are itemized as additional expenses to customers.

from contractors, though predominantly Hispanic, are most likely to be born in the United States (62

percent). They own twice as many pieces of harvest equipment as the average in all regions taken

together, and more than two of five operate their own farms. FLCs in this region tend to have the greatest

number of customers and experience intense competition for their business. The FLC work year is

relatively short In Fresno.
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Sen,loaguln FLCs differ the most from imperial's In several respects. Its FLCs have the smallest average

payroll and employment and the shortest work year (less than seven months). Their average educational

level, facility with English, use of computers, and involvement in other businesses is least among all

regions. Nearly half have no other operations. The proportion of Hispanics is similar to that in Fresno, but

two-thirds were born in Mexico. Women are most heavily represented as FLCs in this region (18 percent).

San Joaquin contractors are nbst likely to personally hire, supervise, and communicate directly with

workers, and to stay in touch with them in the off-season.

7. Operatiosunder Public Policy

To enter the contracting business is fairly easy. It requires tittle or no investment in capital, arid less than a

third of FLCs regard the license examination and bonding requirements as difficult to meet. To operate as

a contractor in full compliance with the law, however, is much more difficult.

The overall extent of activity by unlicensed FLCs is probably smaller than most people assume. Referrals

obtained from both government agencies and local contacts led to few unlicensed contractors. Most of

the persons named by these sources and located th .;urvey staff turned out to be foremen who are not

required to have a state license. Inconsistency between official definitions of "FLC" and anbiguity within a

definition add to challenges of both accurately describing and effectively regulating the population of

contractors.

FLCs are aware of regulations and the presence of enforcers. The level of enforcement activity by

respective agencies varies from region to region, but the sum of all agency actMty reaches a uniformly

large proportion of FLCs in every region. Only one in five contractors was not inspected by at least one

agency during the 1987-90 period.

Contractors are concerned about regulatory priorities and the irony of greater attention being given by

administrative agencies to those who are more stable and observant of applicable laws. Despite thehigh

proportion of all FLC activity performed by "visible" and larger firms, illegal operators have a strong

influence on labor market standards. Many survey respondents want them to be more vigorously policed.

Operators who offer prices that do not yield them enough to meet all obligations to employees and

government put competitive pressure on others to reduce costs through whatever means possible.



FLCs are geared to meet government reporting obligations as a basic part of their business. Most say that.

they are able to piovide more specific information that EDD could use to improve specificity of Lit records

and thus precision of activity estimates made from them. Quality of the UI data within the current SIC

structure, however, Is questionable. Sizable discrepancies are found between reported payroll In Ul files

and interview response data that could indicate erroneous reporting or processing of data routinely

collected by EDD. Whatever the cause, this finding implies that estimates of employer activity garnered

from the file should be interpreted with great caution.

One-third of contractors express interest in having publicly sponsored education pertinent to FLCs.

Fewer suggest government taking more action in such areas as taw enforcement, workers' compensation

reform, commission and wage setting, collection of payments due, required record-keeping and

reporting, FLC licensing, and worker housing.

8. Recommentiffions forilialmplumsalataalgiamenliZeizartment

a. Definition of FLCs and Agents

Defining who is a FLC is fundamental to understanding, communicating with, and regulating FLCs.

Tbough quite a bit more specific on fan labor contracting than the broad definition of labor contractor that

was found to confuse Deputy Labor Commissioners and judges alike in the 1940s, the current California

statute does not distinguish well among persons who provide for a fee different sets of labor services.

Variously labeled entitie;. (e.g., custom harvesters, FLCs, foremen and crew bosses, recruiters, day-

haulers) may carry the same responsibilities in practice, and seemingly similar entities may do different

things. Clear distinctions based on functions actually performed would help reduce uncertainties among

FLCs and other service providers, customers, workers, and enforcement agency staff about the

applicability of public policies, particularly the requirement to obtain an FLC license.

EDD should request the state Department of Industrial Relations to clarify the meaning of farm labor

contractor, even if for no other purpose than to improve its own guidelines for assigning SIC codes. The

definttion of FLC should be posted in field offices and published in informational brochures, forms,
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reports, and other vehicles that the Department uses to broadly Inform contractors, foremen, customers,

and the public. In the absence of an adequate definition from DIR, EDD should state explicitly its own

working criteria for classification under code 0761, with advice from parties in the agricultural community

and regulatory agendas.

Over the tong term, the rationale and effects of California defining FLC differently from federal law should

be assessed. A useful examination would depend on having each definition unambiguously interpreted.

b. atualinalelho_Unamplaymenilnaumutha

Because the Ul file is heavily used by government agencies and researahers to examine agricultural

employment in Califomia, EDD should try to improve the quality and precision of FLC activity data

contained in the file. A 4irst step would be to provide for periodic verification of the SIC code to which

every employer is assigned. Employer responses to regular questioning (even if staggered over several

years) about their industry could be used to correct erroneous initial SIC code assignments and update for

shifts in business emphasis.

Additional information from employers, beyond what is needed to assign SIC cedes ;ndicating their

primary business, can be used for better estimating FLC employment and wages by commodity type. It is

impossible to know from existing Ul records how much labor contracting activity takes place In each crop.

Contractors are currently obligated to repon their wages by commodity, but not to EDD. Their workers'

compensation (WC) premiums are based partly on annual statements to insurance carriers detailing their

payroll byliclustry" (i.e., crop type for most agricultural work; see Table E-7). Although WC industry

classification differs from the SIC code system, a copy of FLCs' annual reports to insurers could provide

crop data transferable to their records in the Ul file.

Four alternative methods for adding crop information to FLC records in the Ul file are described below, in

decreasing order of data specificity and probable difficulty to obtain. Each would provide not only for

distributing across crops the activity coded under SIC 0761, but also for aggregating as additional FLC

employment and wages the labor contracting activity of employers classified under a crop code.

(1) Revise form DE 3DP (employers Quarterly Contribution Return) to ask quarterly for (a) all employers

under 0761 to specify (a limited number of) crops worked and to estimate the portion of total wages paid in

each, and (b) all employers under other agricultural codes to indicate if they performed labor contracting

activity and to estimate the portion of total wages paid in that activity. Gathering additional data this way has

advantages of building on a regular filing, staying current, and maintaining the basis for describing

quarterty .ariations. Disadvantages a-1 that a basic filing fon would have to be altered for all respondents,
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and that employers may be unable or unwilling to offer good estimates. Furthermore, the additional data

could be wilected only through a legislative or regulatory change.

(2) Revise the DE 3DP to request the information listeci above only once per year. This approach would

build on regular filing and represent less of an intrusion to the responding employer. It nevertheless

requires change in a basic form and yields no basis for describing quarterly variatipns. A legislative or

regulatory change would be necessary to require this information from employers.

(3) Send a separate brief survey yearly to all employers who file under 0761 and to a stratified sample of

employers under other agricultural codes, requesting quarterly information specified in #1 above and

explaining the reason for it. Extrapolate from responses received, by crop and region strata, to estimate

(a) distribution of FLC activity over crops and regions, and (b) additional contracting activity of non-0761

farm employers.

(4) Using any of the three vehicles above, request simply (a) employers who file under 0761 to specify

one or more crops worked, in order of amount of wages paid in them, and (b) employers under other

agricultural codes to indicate whether they performed labor contracting activity during the period. This

information would be easier for employers to'provide and would probably be given by a lamer proportion;

but without heroic assumptions it could not be used for correcting the distributions of total employment

and wages reported.

C. Unkaro of Agency Reccius

EDD should consider taking the lead in moving toward an interagency data system on FLCs. At a

minimum, the Department should seek agreement with DIR and DOL on using a common identifier, such

as employer tax ID number or one principars social security number, for records on the same labor

contractor in each of the three agency systems. Linked or merged records could be used as the basis for

(1) notices to contractors about registration, licensing, and permit deadlines, (2) verification at local EDD

offices by prospective customers that an FLC is currently registered and licensed, and (3) planning of

enforcement efforts. The use of common identifiers would require additional legislation since a recent

feasibility study for joint enforcement actions between EDD, DIR, Franchise Tax Board, and other state

departments determined that for all agencies to convert to one common identifier would result in

significant fiscal impact to the employer community as well as to each involved agency.

d. Facilitation of Cornoliance

EDD should collaborate with other administrative agencies to enable and encourage FLCs to operate

within established public policies. A vast amount of law currently applies to employt :s in general, farmers
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in particular, and labor contractors specifically. Failures to meet legal standards may stem from (1) Jack of

uoderalaadIng about standards and requirements, (2) inability to comply with them, or (3) willful disregard,

presumably in rational service to another interest. Compliance can therefore be enhanced through

measures to inform FLCs of what the public expects, to screen for and develop their abilities, and to

distinguish between legal and Illegal operation.

Problems of not knowing the rules can be alleviated through an increased flow of information to

contractors and.their foremen through meetings and reference materials (publications, video cassettes) in

Spanish and English. Bilingual enclosures with administrative mailings to contractors as well as to growers

and packing houses may be effective supplementary vehicles. EDD should enlist and assist commodity

associations, agricultural commissioners, and public educational institutions to develop programs for labor

contractors. It should use these orvanizations and its own field offices as channels for receiving

questions, concerns, and other communications from FLCs.

If DIR or DOL were interested in assessing whether licensing and registration requirements effectively

screen for all the knowledge and other assets needed to function as a farm labor contractor, EDD could

assist through conducting detailed analyses of FLC jobs. EDD might also consider co-sponsoring FLC

information and registration 'centers" once yearly in each major production region of California. Both

contractors and agencies may benefit if there was a single place to obtain information or file forms related

to most legal requirements of doing business as an FLC. Agencies to consult about participating in such

centers would include: U.S. Department of Labor, California Departnient of Industrial Relations (including

its Division of Occupational Safety arid Health), County Agricultural Commissioners, California Highway

Patrol, Franchise Tax Board, Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Department of Justice, California Department

of Housing and Community Development, and City and County Health Departments.

Discussions exploring the feastiility of coordinating governmental certification and inspection processes

should be continued. Efforts to enhance interagency communication could bring about administrative

efficiencies and a reduction in cornpetitive disadvantage for FLCs who operate within the law.

9. Additional Concerns

The present survey revealed circumstances that, while related to recommendations for EDD, also merit

consideration by other public bodies.
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a. peeling Registration. license. and Permit Retwirements

Farm labor contractors have to deal with various agencies at federal, state, and county levels to meet

requirements for legal operation. It can be difficult to find out about, comprehend, and complete all the

procedures involved. Administrative agencies are generally spread geographically, and they maintain

separate data systems. Coordination if not centralization of processes for registration, licensing, and

permitting, and of agency record keeping, could result in both lower administrativecosts and improved

FLC compliarce.

b. Regulatory Coverage of Foremen

Foremen and other FLC employees who perform labor contracting activityare required by federal law to

register with the U.S. Department of Labor, but only thosa who fit the state definition of day-hauler are

directly regulated by California law. Although FLCs may be held responsible under state law for the

actions of foremen serving as their agents, foremen often operate with a large degree of autonomy. The

less managerial control an FLC has of a foreman, the less likely is regulation of the former to effectively

influence the latter.

c. Distribution of Enforcement Efforts

Rates of inspection by enforcement agencies are reported to be greater among larger FLCs, who tend to

be more knowledgeable about their legal Obligations as well as more visible and accessible to agency staff.

Smaller and less stable contractors, though accounting for much less activity than large ones, affect

standards of markets in which all compete for business. Enforcement attention to FLCs of any size or

location category has impact well beyond the indivkival operations inspected.

10. issues tor Further Research

Some growers perform for themselves exactly the same labor manapernent services that others hire FLCs

to provide because of ability, cost, and responsibility factors. The general reasons for hiring contractors in

1990 appear essentially the same as those cited by Bruce in 1948: ".. . because they think contractors

may perform the necessary functions better, or at less cost, or In such a way as to remove burdensome

responsibilities from producers?"

4. Alan Bruce, Farm Labor Contractors In California, C. aft Report to the Labor Commissioner, Department of
Industrial Relations, State of Calliornia, 1948.
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What specifically does a grower gain and lose by contracting with an FLC rather than hiring workers

directly? This study was not designed to address the question, and the data at hand give Us no basis for

an adequate answer. FLCs believe that growers have a vanety of reasons for hiring them, citing most

frequently the purpose of reducing paperwork. Some customers interviewed say that they see

themselves as marketers or deal makers rather than farmers and sirrply would not consider having

production tasks done through other than the contracting mechanism.

Are workers better or worse off working for an FLC than a grower? Do contractors offer more employment

during the year than workers could get by dealing directly with a series of growers? Do they employ fewer

total workers than would be hired directly? How do their terms and conditions of employment compare

with those offered by growers and packing houses? As with relative outcome:3 for growers, the present

survey does not answer these questions or assess the prevalence of abuses with which FLCs have been

associated in personal and media reports.
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Appendix 1

County
Questionnaire *

SURVEY OF FARM LABOR CONTRACTORS

I am working for the University of California and the California Institute for Rural Studies. We are conducting asurvey for the California Employment Development Department, which wants to get a better understanding of thefarm labor contracting business and the needs of farm labor contractors. We will interview approximately 180 FLCsin 6 countiw around the state. We believe that this study could a!so help improve the image of FLCs.

I'd like to ask you to participate in this study. All information that you provide will be held in strict confidenceand will be used only in combination with 'other responses. Individual contractors will not be identified in anyway. Only the combined results of the interviews will be reported, for example: "50 percent of FLCs in this countythink that it was easier to recruit workers in 1990 than in 1989."

Your name was randomly selected from a list of (registered) FLCs in this county and your answers are veryimportant for the accuracy of our results. All answers are voluntary. We Would like to have your responses on thecomplete survey, but we do not want to bother you with questions that you cannot or do not want to answer. Let meknow if arty of these come up and we will move on to the next question.

With your permission, I would like to begin the interview now. If you are too busy right now, we could set up anappointment for tomorrow or the next day.

Appointment Time:
Date: Tune

First, did you work as a FLC in [this study county] in 1990? y/n(STOP here if the answer is no.)

Name of Contractor
DB A*
Street Address
City, CA, zip code
County of registration

Name of person interviewed
Explain if different from name on license:
Address where interview took place
language interview was conducted in
Date of Interview
Beginning time
Name of Interviewer

Ending time

Comments about interview
* Explain if contractor is doing business under more than one company name
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County
Questionnaire #

Reminder to Interviewers: Do not read the "choices" . If thz answer you receive doesn't easily fall under one of the

choice categories, write the answer by "other".

A. Identity and Administration of FLC Business

rm begin with, I would like to ask you some general questions about yourbusiness.

Al . What year did you start working as an FLC?

A2. What type of work did you do last before becoming anFLC?
a . industry
b. job

(Note other comments offered on FLC's background)

A3. What is the main reason that you decided to become an FLC?(Enter main reason - Don't prompt. If answer

doesn't fit in a choice category, enter explanation on #7.)
Choices: 1) Income

2) Working for self
3) To help workers
4) Prefers ag work
5) Prefers work outdoors
6) Father (other family member) was an FLC/family business
7) Reorganization of company in which I was employed
8) Other: Explain

A4. Before you became an FLC, did you work in any of thefollowing jobs? If so, how many years did you work in

each job? (If the answer is no, record 0 years)
a. Field worker yrs
b. Foreman or field supervisor yrs

c. Manager or grower yrs

d. Supervisor or manager outside of agriculture yrs

AS. How many members of your immediate family work in your FLC business? (Immediate family includes

spouse, children, parents, brothers and sisters and their spouses ) - Skip to A7 if the answer is 0.

A6. What kind of work do they do in the business?
a . Bookkeeping, accounting y/n
b. Other office work y/n
c. Field supervision (including foremen) y/n
d. Other field work y/n
e. Other specify y/n
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A7. Who generally handles each of the following administrative jobs?
Choices: 1) FLC (yourself)

2) Foremen or supervisor
3) Family member
4) Hired accountant, bookkeeper or other office employee
5) Outside accountant or bookkeeper (works foryou and possibly others)
6) Grower or packing house
7) Other (Specify)
8) Not done

a . Recordkeeping of Hours/Units and Wages for Employees
b. Preparing the payroll
c. Completing 1-9 forms
d. Bookkeeping (keeping track of income and expenses)
e. Preparing W-2's and W-3's
f . Preparing other reports for government agencies

(Such as DE 3DP or DE3 for EDD, ESA-92, etc.)

A8. Do you keep any of the following types of records on a computer?
a . Production and payroll y/n
b. Personnel data (dates of employment, 1-9, job, y/n

discipline, etc.)

Comments, name of computer program(s), if mentioned:

A9. Do you or other managers in your FLC business operate any of these other types of business?
a . Farming (growing crops) y/n
b. Custom harvesting yin
c. Farm management company y/n
d. Trucking ag products y/n
e. Packing shed/packing house y/n
f . Rental housing y/n
g. Restaurant/bar y/n
h . Other (specify) yin

A10. How many foremen (rnayordomos) did you employ at peak of season last year (1990)? (Skip to Al2. if the
answer is "0".)

Al 1. How many foremen did you keep employed as foremen for your whole working year (1990)?

Al2. How many field supervisors (those who supervise the foremen) did you hire at peak in 1990? (Skip to A14
if the answer is 0)

A13. How many field supervisors did you keep employed foryour whole working year (1990)?

A14. How many office staff did you employ at peak in 1990 (e.g. bookkeeper, secretary, etc.)?

A15. How did the gross revenue from your FLC business in 1990 (1099 totals) compare to 1989?
Read Choices: 1) More

2) Less
3) The same
4) Not in business in 1989
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B. Market Niche and Grower Relations

Next, I would like to ask about your general dealings with customers,
including the growers and pacldng houses you worked for.

B1. What counties did you perform work in during 1990? List up to 5 counties in order of greatest earnings.
(Indicate the state if a county is outside of California.)
(Code from county andlor state index in order of greatest earnings, 5 max)

a .
b.
C.

d.
e.
f.

g.
h .

B2. How many months did you work as an FLC in 1990? (Skip to B4 if the answer is 12.)

83. What kind of work, if any, did you do during the off season in 1990, when you were not working as a contractor?
Choices: 1) Preparing for next season in FLC business 301

2) Ag employee (working directly for grower) y/n
3 ) Other business (Specify) yin
4) Other (Specify) y/n

B4. How many customers (growers or packing houses) did you work for in 1990?

B5. With how many of them did you have written contracts in 1990?

B6. How many of your 1990 customers have you worked for at least 3 years?

B7. How many of your customers did you work for in 1990 for the first time ?(Skip to BIO if answer is 0)

B9a. How many customers that you had in 1989 did you lose to other FLCs in 1990?

B9o. 0/1 Dorukrowwhy?

B10. What do you do to find new customers? Do you do any of the following:
Choices: 1) Receive calls from customers who heard of me through word of mouth y/n

2) Advertise (trade publications, newspar :, radio, -t.v.) 301
3) Contact growers in general y/n
4) Contact growers who were referred toi..e by someone else y/n

(another PLC, grower, friend, etc.)
5) Contact growers I was employed by )01
6) Other(Spoify) y/n

B11. Through which of the above methods have you gotten the most new customers in recent years? (Refer to
choices in previous question)

B12. Do you normally provide any of the following reports or written information to your customers?
a . Your PLC license number y/n
b. 1-9 forms (or copies) for each worker y/n
c. Names of workers y/n
g. Rates of pay y/n
h . Total hours (or units) worked yin

1We want to get a picture of all the crops you work in and how your PLC business changes through the seasons.
Let's start with January, 1990 and go through theyear.
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B13. What was the first [next] crop and task that you worked in last year (1990)?
a . Crop
b. Task

B14. What was the approximate date when you started working in this crop and task. About how many weeks
did you work in it or what was the approximate ending date?

a. Approximate Start Date (mo/day):
b. # of Weeks

or c. Approximate Ending Date (mo/day):

B15. How many field workers did you have working at peak in this crop and task?

B16. What was the average wage rate you paid to workers at peak?
(Code all 8's if respondent does not want to give amounts. If the answer is an hourly rate plus a bonus, enter

under a and b.)
a. Hourly rate
bl. Piece rate
b2. Piece unit
b3. (1) Individual (2) Group
c. 0/1 Other (Explain method of calculation and amount

Paid)

d. Don't know

B17. If you've worked in this crop and task already in 1991, what is the most recent or current wage rates you have
paid in 1991?

a . Hourly rate
M. Piece rate
b2. Piece unit
b3. (1) Individual (2) Group
c. 0/1 Other (Explain method of calculation and amount

Paid)

d. Don't know
Comments
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Repeat for each crop and task in which the FLC worked at least one week in 1990 (up to 10). Answer on the grid
below. If respondent had more than one wage rate, use most common rate or treat different rates as different
crops and tasks. Use crop and task indices for coding.

813. a. Crop
b. Task

B14. a . Start date(mo/day)
b. # Weeks
c. End date

815. a . Peak # workers
B16. Average Peak Wages

a . Hourly rate
M. Piece rate
b2. Piece unit
b3. (1) Indiv. (2) Group
c. Other:
d. Don't know

B17. Recent 1991 Wage
a . Hourly rate
bl. Piece rate
b2. Piece unit
b3. (1) Indiv. (2) Group
c. Other:
d. Don't know

813. a . Crop
b. Task

B14. a . Start date(mof day)
b. # Weeks
c. End date

815. a . Peak # workers
816. Average Peak Wages

a . Hourly rate
bl. Piece rate
b2. Piece unit
b3. (1) Indiv. (2) Group
c. Other:
d. Don't know

817. Recent 1991 Wage
a . Hourly rate
bl. Piece rate
b2. Piece unit
b3. (1) Indiv. (2) Group
c. Other:
d. Don't know

Crop & Task 2 Crop & Task 3 Crop&Task 4 Crop & Task 5 Crop &Task 6

Crop & Task 7 Crop&Task 8 Crop & Task 9 Crop & Task 10

818. In any of these crops, are wages adjusted (reduced) for violations of performance standards, safety rules or
other workplace rules? yin

Explain
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B19. Are there any crops and tasks that you have worked in and you would not work in anymore? Why? y/n
CW.R. 1415k Feas2n 0/1
a .
b.
C.

A

B20. Are there any other crops and tasks that you want to avoid? Why?
CaR. Task Reilso,.0/1
a .
b.
C.

Now I have some questions about the crop and task in which you had the larsest payroll in 1990. -1

B21. In which crop & task did you have the largest payroll in 1990? ,

Crop a .
k Task b.

yin

B22. How many growers or packing sheds did you work for in this crop and task in 1990?

B23. About how much did workers earn per day at peak in this crop and task?
a . Hourly Rate
b. Piece Rate: typical fast worker
c. Piece rate: typical slow worker

B24. In this crop and task did you or you customer usually decide the following:
Choices; 1) FLC mostly

2) Joint decision
3) Customer mostly (Use also if customer is grower, but

decision is made by the packing house)
a . Schedule of work
b. Method of carrying out specified task (how to pick7 prune, etc.)
c. Wages and benefits of workers
d. Performance standard expected of workers (quality of work)
e. Commission paid to the FLC

B25. How did you figure your charges to customers for this work? (Note difference between b & c. In b, payroll
taxes are paid out of the commission. In c, the commission is a percentage of total wages and payroll taxes
and is for profit only. Use Unit Index to code piece rate unit.)
a Straight Piece rate: Amount $

per
b. Wages only + Percentage Commission: % Commission
c. Wages + Payroll taxes + % Commission on this total: % Commission
d. 0/1 Other: (Explain method of calculation and rate)

Comments: (Note if FLC volunteers information about calculation of commission such as X% for Workers
Compensation, X% for Unonployment Insurance, etc. )
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B26. Under the commission arrangement, which of the following do you supply and which does the customer pay
for or provide directlyi

Xead Choicest 1) FLC
2) Grower
3) Joint
4) Neither

a . Workers tools or equipment
(Specify)

b. Provision of harvest equipment
(Specify)

c. Hauling the crop out of field
d. Drinking water in fields
e. Field toilets
f. Hand washing facilities in fields
g. Supervision of workers
h . Payment of workers
i. Payment of payroll taxes

B27. How often do most of your customer's pay you in this crop and task?
Choices; 1) Weekly

2) Biweekly
3) Monthly
4) When job completed
5) When job completed and an advance
6) Other (Specify)

C. Personnel Management and Employee Relations

rbue next set of questions is about the workers employedri7ou7
siness, how you recruit them, and how you manage them.

Cl. What is the greatest number of workers that you employed in any single pay period in 1990?

C2. How many field workers did you employ altogether in 1990? (total W-2s or I-9s)?

C3. Was this the same, more or fewer workers as in 1989?
Choices: 1) Same

2) Fewer
3) More
4) Not in business in 1989

# or %

C4. About how many of these workers in 1990 had also worked for you in a previous year?
C.otnrnents about turrover,etc.:

C5. About how many of your 1990 employees did you (or your supervisors or foremen) contact during the off-season
(more than one month before work began)? (Skip to C7 if the answer is 0) or %

C6. How did you contact them?
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a . By letter or card y/n
b. By phone yin
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d. Sent a message through a friend or relative y/n
e. Other (Specify) y/n



C7. Which of the following methods (if any) do you normally use to look for new employees? (Let FLC give
answers first, then ask about those he has not mentioned.)

(1) a . Ask your foreman or supervisor to recruit yin
(2) b. Ask other employees of yours to refer workers they know y/n
(3) c. Ask individual contractors orgrowers to rerrer workers yin
(4) d. Use referral system organized by growers or packing houses y/n
(5) e. Post sign(s) yin
(6) f. Advertise on the radio or in newspaper y/n
(7) g. Place job order with EDD Employment Service y/n
(8) h. Personally go to where workers live yin
(9) i. Nothing in particular, they just walk in looking for work yin
(10) j. Other(Spedfy) y/n

C8. Through which one of these recruitment channels did you obtain the most new workers in 1990? (Record
numerical method code fin parentheses] from previous question.)

C9. Through which channel did you find the jag new workers? (Record numerical method code tin parentheses]from C7.)

C10. Did you do any recruiting outside the counties where you office(s) or job sites are located?(Skip to C12 if the
answer is no) y/n

C11. If so, where? (Interviewer: You can just write in the answers the PLC gives you. On the coding sheet, enter
y/n choices and do not write in the place names.)

a . Other California counties y/n
b. Other states in U.S. y/n
c. Mexico y/n
d. Other (Specify) y/n

C12. In completing any work for whichyou contracted in 1990,
a . Did you ever hire an available crew from another FLC to

supplement your own employees?
b. Did you subcontract any of the work to another FLC?. y/n

C13. Was it ea..er or harder to recruit workers in 1990 compared to 1989?
Choices: 1) Easier to find workers in 1990 than 1989

2) Harder to find workers in 1990 than 1989
3) Same in 1990 and 1989 .

4) Not in business in 1989
5) No opinion

C14. How many job orders did you place with the EDD Employment Service in 1990? (Skip to C18 if the answer is

C15. How many of these job orders were filled?

C16. Were you satisfied with the ES response?
Choices: 1) Usually satisfied

2) Sometime satisfied
3) Not satisfied

C17. Why: Oil

C18. About how many of your workers in 1990 worked for you year-round or the entire time you worked as an
FLC? # Or
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C19. About how many of your field employees in 190 were: Or

a.Women (Note cropEs1 and taskfsl):

Crop
on

Task

b. Settled with their families in this area. (Include those who return to Mexico for 2-3 months each year)
or

0/1 Cornments,

C20. Is there any state in Mexico that moseof your Mexican workers originally come from?
Choices for States: 1) Baja California 7) Michoacan

2) Chihuahua 8) Oaxaca
3) Guerrero 9) Sinaloa
4) Guanajuato 10) Sonora
5) Nuevo Leon 11.) Other (Specify)
6) Jalisco 12.) No predominant state or don't know

C21. Who makes most of the hiring decisions for field workers?
Choices: 1) FLC

2) Field supervisor
3) Foreman
4) Grower, grower rep. or packing house rep.
5) Other (Specify)

C22. In deciding whether to hire a worker, do you use information from any of the following (If answers vary by

crops, ask about main crop and task used above and enter I here. Otherwise, enter 0 here.)
a . Written application y/n
b. Test of skills, ability, or knowledge y/n
c. Interview with worker yin
d. Reference from other employers y/n

C23. How important is each of the following in the decision to hire a field worker? (If answers vary by crops, ask

about main crop and task used above and enter I here. Otherwise, enter 0 here.)
Bead Choicest 1) Very Important

2) Somewhat important
3) Not important

a . Prior experience in the same crop and task
b. Prior ag experience in other crops
c. Contents of reference from previous employer or other worker
d. Demonstration of ability
e. Legal documents or immigration status
1. Compatibility with rest of crew
g. Other (Specify)

0/1 Comments volunteered on hiring
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1The next questions are about how you manage_people after they're hired. I

(24. How are new workers informed about what is mpected of them when they first begin to work for you (your
general mks and policies such as the quality of work expected, your discipline procedures, etc.) ?

a . Written notice or handbook y/n
b. Oral explanation by FLC y/n
c. Oral explanation by foremen/or supervisors y/n
d. Other (Specify) y/n

C25. What terms of employment do you post or specify in writing for field workers (in a contract, handbook, etc.)
when starting to work at a new site?

a. Wages yin
b. Benefits y/n
c. Crops dr tasks yin
d. Location of work site yin
e. Length of employment y/n
f . Other(Specify) y/n

C26. Who normally gives instructions to workers on how to do the work at each new work site?
Choices: 1) FLC

2) Field supervisor
3) Foreman (mayordomo)
4) Grower, grower rep, or packing house rep
5 ) Other (Specify)

C27. Do you have any rules or policies to help prevent on-the-job injuries?(Skip to C30 if answer is no.) yin

C28. How are these rules communicated to your employees?
a . Orally by FLC y/n
b. Orally by foreman or supervisor y/n
C. In writing yin
d. Other (Specify) y/n

C29. Who sees that your rules for reducing on-the-job injuries are enforced?
a . FLC )01
b. Foremen and supervisors y/n
d. Grower or packing house rep yin
f . Insurance companies y/n
g. Other (Specify) yin

C30. Did you provide any training to field workers in 1990 on how to work safely or how to avoid hazards? (Skip
to 02 if the answer if no.) y/n

C31. Was the training given to workers during paid work time? yin

C32. Have you given your foremen dr field supervisors information on any of the following aspects of pesticide
safety?

a . What posting means and what activities are prohibited during a reentry interval yin
b. Symptoms of pesticide poisoning y/n
c. Where to go for emergency medical care y/n
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C33. Where do you get information about safe work practices?
a. Your insurance company y/n
b. Grower or employer associations yin
c. Ag Extension advisors or other University programs yin
4:1. County Agricultural Commissioner yin
e. Other government agencies y/n
f. Other FLCs or growers yin
g. Magazines or newspapas y/n
h. Otba (Specify) y/n

C34a. What is your Workers' Compensation Insurance experience modification factor?

C34o. 0/1ccanincrits

C35. Do you keep written evaluations of employee performance?
Choices; 1) Never

2) Occasionally
3) Regularly

C36. Who makes the final decision which workers or crews to lay off first when the work is slowing down?
Choices: 1) FLC

2) Field supervisor
3) Foreman (mayordomo)
4) Grower, grower rep, or packing house rep
5) Other (Specify)

C37. How does that person decide which crew or workers to lay off?
Choices: 1) Seniority

2) Least skilled or productive crew/workers laid off first
3) Combination of seniority and skill/productivity
4) Other (Explain)

C38. Who has the authority to fire one of your field workers?
a . FLC y/n
b. Field supervisor y/n
c. Foreman, (mayordomo) y/n
d. Grower, grower rep, or packing house rep yin
e. Other (Specify) yin

C39. How often do you pay field workers?
Choices: 1) Daily

2) Weekly
3) Bi-weekly
4) Monthly
5) When job completed
6) Other (Explain)

C40. In what form do you pay them?
Choices: 1) Check

2) Cash
3) Combination check & cash
4) Other (Specify)

C41. Do you give workers a pay stub or other written statement of earnings and deductions? y/n
go
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C42. Do you ever pay different wage rates to different workers in the same crew doing the same work? (Skip to
C44 if the answer is no.) yin

C43. If so, what is the basis for the variations in wage rates?
Choicest I ) Length of employment/seniority

2) Previous experience of worker
3) Productivity/quality of work
4) Individual wage negotiations
5) Other (Spedfy)

C44. Do you pay any of the following benefits to or for field workers? If so about how many or what % of your
peak employees are eligible? (If benefit is not paid, enter zero.)

or
a . Unemployment insurance
b. Workers' Compensation Insurance
c. Social Security Employer contrib.
d. Health insurance
e. Paid vacation days
f. Paid sick leave
g. Stand by time or "wet time"
h . 'Show up" wages when told to

report but no work available
(Not because of an "act of God")

i . Bonuses (Specify type)
j. Other (Specify)

C45. Do you or your supetvisors or foremen provide any of the following services to workers? Ifso, are workers
required to use the service? Is there a cost to workers? Is so, would you be willing to tell me what it is?

Provided by FLC (1) Req? Charge to
Service or Foreman (2)? (y/n) wkr? (y/n) Cost to Wkr

or Both (3)
a . Transportation
b. Housing (camp, rental house)
c. Tools/other equipment MK=

(Specify those in addition to B26)
d. Food/beverages in fields 2QSXXXX

SPedfY:
e. Check cashing
f. Other:

XXXXXXx

XXXXXXX

0/1 Carnets

C46. What was the approximate amount of your total payroll for all employees in 1990?

C47. Was this amount the same, more, or less than in 1989?
Choices: 1) Same

2) More
3) Less
4) Not in business in 1989
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C48. Do you own any of the following equipment for your contracting business? If so, approximately how many?
(Record "0" in cad: column in which none are owned.)

a . Tractors
b. Harvest equipment

(SPedfy)
c. Hauling equipment

(SPedrY
d. Buses
e. Vans
f . Field Toilets
g. Field hand washing facilities
h. Pick-up trucks

D. Government Relations

Own

IThe next few questions are about the govexnment agencies that you have contacted or that have contacted you. I

Dl. What government agencies have you contacted for information or assistance for your FLC business in the last
two years?

Choices: 1) DOL
2) DIR (State Labor Commission)
3) EDD
4) OSHA (Fed or CA)
5) INS
6) County Ag Commissioner
7) Other (Specify)

a .
b.
C.

d.

D2. Do you have any problems understanding or completing the EDD forms? (DE 3B, DE 3DP, DE 43) y/n
Explain:

D3. How many worker UI claims have you contested in the last 3 years? (Get best estimate if the answer is not
known.)

D4. In what year did you first register for a federal FLC license under the name on your current license?

D5. Did you first get a state FLC license that same year under this name? If not, when? (Code yr of state PLC
license)

D6a. Have you ever worked under any other state FLC license(s)? If so how many? (Code the number of licenses.
If none code 0)

D6o. 0/1 Canmenls

D7. How would you rate the difficulty of the state PLC. licensing test?
Choices: 1) Very difficult

2) Moderate
3) Easy
4) Didn't take it
5) Don't remember
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D8. How hard was it for you to post the required state bond?
Quagga: I) Very difficult

2) Moderate
3) Easy
4) Didn't post it

D9. How many of your foremen and supervisors are registered with DOL?

D10. Have representatives of any of the following agencies inspectedyour business since the beginning of 1987?
a. INS y/n
b. DOL y/n
c. State Labor Commissioner y/n
d. Cal or Fed OSHA yin
e. Other agency (Specify) y/n

D11. Have you been given any fines, citations or penalties since the beginning of 1987? If so, how many? Do. you
know what agency (ies) gave you the fine(s) or citation(s)?

a . y/n
b. Number
c. Agencies (i)

00

Choices for Agencies: 1) INS
2) DOL
3) DIR
4) Cal OSHA or Fed OSHA
5) Other (Specify)

E. System Dynamics and Outlook

Now I would like to ask a few questions about farm labor
contracting in general and what you see for the future.

El. In your opinion, what are the 3 most important reasons that growers are turning to FLCs or custom harvesters
instead of hiring workers directly? Start with the most important reason.(No prompting! Record words used
if not clearly captured by #1-10.)

choices: 1) To reduce paperwork (I-9s., etc.)
2) To reduce production costs
3) To reduce their supervision responsibilities
4) To improve quality of work
5) To be sure of having workers when needed
6) To handle short term employment or variations in need for labor
7) They can't find workers any other way/don't want to recruit wkrs
8) Because of a labor/management dispute (Specify)
9) To reduce liability under IRCA or other labor laws
10) Language advantage
11) Specialized equipment
12) Other (Specify) All other reasons in order of importance
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E2. Do you use any of the following strategies to compete against other FLCs?
a . Charge less than competitors charge y/n
b. Provide better quality work yfn
c. Specialize in certain crops and/or tasks yin
d. Specialize in scale - small y/n
e. Specialize in scale in large y/n
f. Other (Specify) y/n

E3. What recruitment method(s) would you try if you couldn't find enough workers with your present
recruitment methods?
WI

Ask E4 through E8 only if the FLC seems to be especially insightful or helpfu .

E4. How do unregistered FLCs affect your business? (Record any comments offered about unregistered FLCs and
the way they operate.)
WI

E5. If you were categorizing FLCs as large, medium or small according to their annual payrolls, what would the
ranges be for

E6. What are the most difficult aspects of PLC wonic for you? 0/1

a . Small: up to
b. Large: over
(Medium would be between a and b.)

E7. Would you be wilrmg to specify the crops you work in on the EDD forms DE 4 or DE 3DP?

E8a. Would it be a problem for you if EDD asked you to establish the amount of your payroll that was paid in
each crop? y/n

IE80. 0/1 Comments

E9. Is there anything that you think iovernment agencies, Cooperative Extension, or the University can and
should do for FLCs?
0/1Corrougs

E10. Is there anything else that you think we should know about FLCs or the contrading business?
0/1Corrwrenis

F. Demographics

I will finish b askin : a few estions about ourself.

Fl. How old are you?
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F2. What country and state were you born in?
(Enter number for each from lists below)

Choices fpr Countries; 1) US.
2) Mexico
3) Philippines

4) India
5) Other (Specify)

Country
State

Choiceg for States: US. Refer to State Index in Coding Indices for correspondingstate code 1 - 50.

Choices fig States: Mexico 51)
52)
53)
54)
55)
56)

Baja California
Chihuahua
Guar=
Guanajuato
Nuevo Leon
Jalisco

F3. What is the main language that you speak at home?
Choices: 1) English 4)

2) Spanish 5)
3) Tagalog

F4. How well do you read and write English?
Choices: 1) Well

2) Okay
3) Only a little
4) Almostnone/none

F5. How many grades did you complete in school?

57)
58)
59)
60)
61)

Michoacan
Oaxaca
Sinaloa
Sonora
Other (Specify)

Hindi
Other (Specify)

a . US. schools
b. Mexico schools
c. Other schools

Commentsabout other xbooling

As part of this survey, we are also interviewing growers to learn more about their views and their reasons for hiring
contractors. Would you mind giving the names, addresses & phone numbers of 4 or 5 of your 1990 customers in your
major crop? (If fewer than 4, also ask for customers in the next most important crop, by value of payroll.)

Name Address Phone
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We are also interviewing several workers who are employed by contractors. Would you mind telling us the
locations and foremen of 3 of your crews that are presently working? (Interviewer - If the FLC is working in more
than one crop, get names of crews in crop with highest payroll, if possible.)

Location of 3 crews of workers to contact:
Date Location
Erman Foreman's phone #

Date Location
Foreman Foreman's phone #

Date Lacation
Foreman Foreman's phone #
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION

F6. Would you like to receive a summary of this and other studies we have done about FLCs and about why
growers hire FLCs? This study will not be completed until early next year, but we will send you a summary
then. y/n

F7. Would you like to receive newsletters put out by U.C. Cooperative Extension about new developments in
agricultural employment? If so, please fill out and mail these subscription cards.. (Interviewer: leavea
sam le co u (ies) of newsletters. in

(Interviewer, enter the answers to the following questions before leaving the interview.)

Gl. Sex: M/F

G2. Ethnic/Racial Group
Choices: 1) Hispanic/Chicano/Latino

2) White/Anglo
3) Black
4) American Indian/Central American Indian
5) East Indian
6) Southeast Asian
7) Other (Specify)

G3. Ability to speak and understand English
Choices: 1) Good

2) Okay
3) Little
4) Ahnost none

H. Additional information to be added from Records:
taam

H1 . SIC code assigned on UI (EDD 882's)
H2. Total 1991 payroll reported to Ul (EDD 882's)
H3. Mo. avg. no. of wrlas reported to UI (EDD 882's)
H4. Date bond posted (DIR)
H5. Date of state FLC licensing test (DIR;

C.arrneris

4/26/91
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Appendix 2

Notes on Survey Design and Methodology for Data Collection and
Processing

1. ZUDiaillaMMfira

The survey instruments for FLCs, growers, and workers were developed through an iterative process

involving project personnel, EDD representatives, and an advisory panel. Bask, issues for
investigation were stipulated in the EDD Request for Proposals (RFP), augmented in the accepted

proposal from UC-CIRS, and clarified in subsequent discussions.

Interview items particularly tied to the RFP elicited information on: reasons for entering the FLC
business; types of services pedormed for customers; crops in which work is performed; other

business involvements; structure of contract with client farmers; worker recruitment channels;

duration, location, and range of tasks in worker employment; pre-employment screening and job

allocation; crew configuration; workday scheduling; orientation and training of new employees; wages

and benefits paid to employees; services, provided to employees and charges for them; worker

performance assessment and review; discipline and discharge policy; use of management

information; licensing and registration; and views of the FLC sector as a whole.

Categories of data and specific questions were consolidated from lists that project team members

drafted individually. Survey instruments for interviews with FLCs, gmwers with whom they contract,

and workers they employ were circulated among the project personnel and advisory panel members

for comments. The grower and worker instruments were relatively brief, with many of the questions

corresponding to items on the FLC survey.

After several successive revisions of content, wording, organization, and format, the drafts were sent

to the EDD liaison for review. With EDD comments incorporated, each survey instrument was

pretested in interviews with several representatives of the target respondent groups. The FLC survey

instrument was pre-tested with contractors in Stockton and Fresno, and grower and worker

instruments in Fresno.

Information from the pre-tests was incorporated into revised drafts and circulated once again.

Additional input from investigators was incorporated into the final draft, which was then used for the

initial surveys in Imperial and Ventura Cour les. Very minor adjustments based on the interviewing

experience in those two areas were made before the survey progressed to the other three regions.
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2. $electing the FLC Sample

Selection of the FLCs to be Interviewed in each set of 30 (one set each for Imperial, Ventura,

Monterey, and San Joaquin regions, and two for Fresno) was made mainly from two lists: (1) the "EDD

list" of FLOs reporting unemployment insurance (Ul) taxes under SIC 0761; and (2) the "DIR list" of

license holders who were not matched with names on the EDD list. Of the 2,021 names on a third list--

DOL registrantswhich appeared on neither EDD nor DIR lists, most were identified by local labor

contractors as foremen (see discussion below on unlicensed FLCs). Business names and Individual

names with an FLC designation on the DOL list were added to those on the DIR list for sampling.

The EDD list was stratified by size within each region by ranking all FLCs according to reported Ul

payroll and dividing the list into three groups containing equal numbers of FLCs: small, medium and

large. One-third of the EDD list sample, including reserve names, was drawn randomly from each of

the small, medium, and large size groups. Since the DIR list could not be stratified, sampling from it

was at random.

The procedure used In Imperial (the first region where interviews were conducted) illustrates

heuristics used in all regions. A total of twenty FLCs were first selected from the EDD and DIR lists in

close proportion to the number of names on each. The EDD list for Imperial contained a total of 61

names, and the DIR list 43. Four names were randomly drawn from each of the three size strata on the

EDD list (12 FLCs total, about one for every five on that list); and 8 were taken from the DIR list (also

about one for every five). The names so selected were included in the primary sample, and remaining

names from the two lists were randomly ordered as a reserve, from which survey personnel drew

replacements when unable to arrange Interviews with FLCs in the primary group.

Selecting unlicensed FLCs for the sample was problematic, since no list or reliable estimate of their

population was available. The study design had originally reserved 10 interviews in each region for

unlicensed contra:tors, but this plan was altered when great difficulty identifying that many was

encountered. For example, only three unlicensed FLCs were found and interviewed in Imperial, and

therefore seven additional respondents were drawn from the reserve EDD and DIR lists.

A similar procedure was followed in each of the other regions, the main modification based on lower

expectations of how many unlicensed contractors could be interviewed. In successive regions

greater numbers of FLCs were initially selected into the primary sample from the EDD and DIR lists.

Relative compositions of the total and each regional survay sample by name source is shown in Table

App. 2-1.
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Table App. 2-1: Distribution of the FLC Sample By Source List (% of FLCs)

Total Sankt Iowa' Ventura magma Emma Eaajkafaut

EDO: Large 24 18 21 27 29 18
EDD: Medium 23 21 21 23 27 18
EDD: Small 21 14 21 13 24 24
DIR List 27 36 24 33 16 36
Unlicensed 5 11 14 3 0 3

Four approaches were used to identify unlicensed FLCs: (1) finding names of people on the DOL list
that did not also appear on the DIR list; (2) asking initial interviewees in a region for leads or specific
names (and assuring them confidentiality); (3) asking local community contacts with close ties to farm
workers; and (4) requesting the Bureau of Field Enforcement of D1R for names of persons who had
been prosecuted for not having a license.

Phone nunbers or addresses coukl not be found for a large majority of names on the DOL list. We

attempted to reach 13 for whom phone numbers were found. Five of them were foremen who did not

operate as FLCs, and four could not be located. The remaining four were interviewed, but two of

them were later found to have been duly licensed.

Leads given us by FLCs and community contacts resuited in interviews of five unlicensed contractors.

While this route led us to more unlicensed FLCs, the leads were far fewer than had been expected.

From 180 contractors and about 25 community contacts throughout the state, only 14 names were

obtained. Seven of them had acted as foremen only, one could not be found, and one did not want
to be interviewed.

One problem with relying on contractors or other local community contacts as sources of unlicensed

contractor names is that they generally do not know who has a license and who does not. Similarly,

they have limited information about relationships between presumed contractors and growers.

Persons whose names we were given might not have been truthful with us about their contracting

activity, despite persistent probing by interviewers. Nevertheless, few FLCs could or would give

names of unlicensed contractors, even if they felt that their businesses were being hurt by such

operators. Some contractors in Imperial, Ventura, and Monterey asserted that there were few or no

unlicensed FLCs operating in the region.
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DIR provided names (but not phone riumbers or addresses) of 20 persons in the San Joaquin Valley

who had been assessed fines or had appeared in criminal court for acting as a farm labor contractor

without a license. We attempted to locate 14 of them and found only four, all of whom were foremen

who had only transported workers. We discontinued this effort after the time consuming process of

locating these 14 persons yielded not a single unlicensed FLC.

Results of these efforts to bring unlicensed contractors into the survey sample are summarized in

Table App. 2-2. Interviewers were successful in locating and interviewing a total of only five

(seemingly seven until two from the DOL list were found aft; interviews were complete to have been

licensed). Funding constraints kept us from pursuing additional attempts.

Table App. 2-2: Attempts to Locate Unlicensed FLCs (UFLCs)

Source

Total Names UFLCs InteiYiengi DIR Liongtd Foremen Slalx Could Not

Be Found

Refused

interview

Fined by DIR 14 0 0 4 10 0

On DOL List,

Not on DIR Ust 13 2 2 5 3 1

Leads from

FLCs 8, Others 14 5 0 7 1 1

Total 41 7 2 16 14 2

3. Reaching Respondents

a. Farm Labor Contractors

After farm labor contractors were selected for inclusion in the survey sample, Howard Rosenberg

(Principal Investigator) sent to each a personaltzed letter introducing this project and asking for

cooperation. This letter explained the purpose of the study, described the random sample selection,

named the interviewers, assured confidentiality of participation, and gave an estimate of the time

required to conduct the interview (roughly one hour). Since addresses of record were not accurate

for all FLCs, some had not received a letter by the time our interviewers made their initial contacts, but
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copies were sent to most of them shortly thereafter or given to them at the Interview.

Interviews were conducted In three phases within each region. In the first phase, Suzanne Vaupel

(Project Coordinator) made Initial contacts with FLCs and public officials in the county and conducted
ten FLC interviews. In the second phase, Lupe Sandoval or Ricardo Omelas interviewed twenty

additional FLCs, including unlicensed contractors. After all contractor Interviews were completed in a

region, four were selected for auxiliary interviews of growers they had worked for and workers they

had employed. Phase three consisted of grower and worker interviews conducted ,respectively by

David Runsten and Anna Garcia or Ricardo Omelas. These two sets of Interviews were coordinated,

so that data were collected as much as possible from growers and workers associated with the same
FLCs.

In phase one, Vaupel began by attempting to find phone numbers for FLCs selected for the sample.

EDD Agricultural Business Representatives (ABRs) were helpful in many instances where FLCs or

their businesses were not listed in the phone book. Initial calls were made to arrange interviews. In

most cases, several calls at a minimum were necessary to reach an FLC, either because he or she was

not in the office (or home), or did not return calls, or because a phone number of record was no longer

valid for the contractor. If no usable phone number was found, a visit was made to the address of

record in state license or federal registration files. If only a post office box was on record, inquiries

about the contractors whereabouts were made within the local community from any leads that had

been developed.

Several FLCs were woridng in other regions of the state during the interviewing periods, and we were

able to contact most of them where they currently were. .Some of the FLCs that we contacted had

retired from the business (10 percent) or had never worked as contractors (2 percent), despite their

names appearing on a current FLC Ilst obtained from EDD, D1R, or DOL.

Interviewers in each region initially attempted to arrange appointments with the exact number of FLCs

to be included in the subsample. When selected contractors could not be contacted or their

commitment to participate not obtained quickly, interviewers contacted additional FLCs in order of

listing on our reserve list.

When a contractor was reached, the interviewer introduced self, explained the purpose of the project,

and arranged a meeting time and place at the convenience of the contractor. While most interviews

were condttcted In contractor offices and homes, some were held in the field at work sites, coffee

shops and restaurants.
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b. fitilkillE22130-Wildiftri

FLCs were asked to give names of growers they had worked for in 1990. Some bias may have been

introduced by assembling the pool of potential grower respondents in this way. One would expect

the FLCs to not name customers likely to report unfavorably on their work. Several growers did,

however, express dissatisfactbn with their contractors. Given the prime purpose and resource limits

of this study, we did not try to obtain a more representative cross section of FLC customers.

Growers were contacted by phone to set up interviews. Since this step usually followed soon after

the FLC interviews, growers did not receive introductory letters, which might have facilitated the

process. Most of the problem of data collection from growers arose in simply trying to reach them in

the midst of busy schedules. Two growers refused to be interviewed for personal reasons, and two

refused because they did not want to talk about FLCs. None of these four explicitly indicated distrust

of the institutions involved or the interviewer.

FLCs were also asked for names of crew leaders or foremen through whom worker interviews could be

arranged. Some were reluctant to let workers be interviewed. Interviewers of workers spent

considerable time persuading a few of the contractors to permit the interviews, and in the end all FLCs

acceded.

Interviewers of workers contacted foremen and arranged to meet them in the field. These crew

leaders were informed of the FLC's agreement to have a few workers interviewed. Most interviews

were conducted in the field while the workers were performing their jobs. On-the-job interviewing was

difficult in only a few types of work, such as melon harvesting.

Selection of specific workers to iMerview in a given crew was largely at the discretion of the

interviewer. While a first worker was sometimes *recommended," interviewers chose others freely

when foremen tended to lose interest in the process. Anna Garcia attempted to interview at least one

woman in each crew containing women, and she also tried to speak with both older and younger

workers. Thus, while workers were not randomly sampled, they do represent a wide variety of

viewpoints.

Workers expressed no reluctance to speak on any of the material in the questionnaire. They were

generally quite frank about their work situations, and Interviewers were able to observe actual field

conditions that may be hard to understand from purely verbal descriptions given off-site.
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In a few Instances the interviewer reported serious uncertainty about the workers' candor. One crew

tying cauliflower consisted almost entirely of relatives of the FLC. In another case, the crew was not

working on the arranged meeting day, and the crew leader brought some workers to a restaurant for
interviews.

4. issues in the Interview Process

a. Locating FLCs and Arranging for Interviews

The study design called for interviewing FLCs at or near the peak of seasonal activity in an area, so that

they as well as workers .4ould be available in the area for interviews. During this time, however, when

FLCs are busy in and between work sites, it is very difficult to find them in their offices, or for them to

take time away from their work to return phone calls and arrange interviews. Consequently,
interviewers often had to spend much time making repeated phone calls to FLCs before an interview
could be arranged.

Once a few interviews were arranged, however, conducting them took the interviewer away from the

phone needed to schedule others, typically at the only times of day when FLCs were availableafter

work in the evening or very early in the morning before work. Furthermore, many contractors had no

listed or active phone number and/or only P.O. boxes for addresses. Only through persistent efforts

and questioning of local residents were some of them located.

Scheduling sufficient time for interviews was difficult because of both the competing demands on

FLCs' time in season and the broad scope of the study. The shortest FLC interview lasted at least one

and one-quarter hours. Most interviews ran longer, from one and one-half to two hours. Many FLCs

became interested in the issues raised and answered questions at great length, some wanted

additional explanation before understanding the questions, and others were frequently interrupted
by phone and radio calls.

Travel time of up to two hours had to be scheduled between interviews. Delays were often

encountered due to unavoidable events that kept contractors from arriving at the appointed time or

even arriving at all. Interviewers waited up to two hours for FLCs who were delayed by unexpected

events in the fields. Arranging interviews a week or more ahead was usually impossible because of

the unpredictability of FLCs' work.
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b. Reception by FLCfi

A common reaction of FLCs was a sense of flattery that someone was interested in them and what

they do. The reception that most FLCs gave us made it clear that the introductory letter sent prior to

the interviewers call had predisposed them to cooperate. Most had not before felt such a sense of

legitimacy from outsiders. Some were confused and did not understand the reason for the research.

A few were suspicious. Some were bothered by the interruption of their work, even though they

agreed to be interviewed. Overall, however, most were very cooperative and helpful.

Only five percent refused outright to be interviewed, and some of the refusals appeared unavoldobly

related to business demands, travel schedules, or personal illness. The problem more commonly

encountered was finding a time when the FLC was available. Being unavailable might have been a

polite way of refusing an interview, but in most cases the interviewers were eventually able to arrange

and conduct the interview. Seven percent of FLCs selected from oUr lists were not interviewed

because of problems coordinating phone calls or meeting times. Another 10 percent were dropped

from survey consideration because they had not worked as FLCs in the region during 1990 (Table

App. 2- 3).

Table App. 2-3: Results of Attempts to Contact FLCs (n=395)

Percent of Names

interviewed 43.4

Never Found 33.4

Not Active FLC in 1990 9.6

Not Interviewed for Other

Reason 7.6

Refused interview 5.3
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c. Bensirivity of Material and Credibility of Researchera

Contractors were told In the Introductory letter and again by the interviewer that they could refuse to

answer any question In the Interview, that they would remain anonymous, and that all answers would be

treated confidentially. Only a few felt that some material was off limits arid refused to answer particular
questions.

The only material in the grower questionnaire which proved sensitive to many were identifier questions

about the grower business, such as those asking gross sales, total wage bill, or all crops grown. In

addition, some growers declined to comment on wages paid to the FLC employees. Payroll information

was less problematic. Some contractors went to their files and pulled documents showing the exact
amount of payroll, to the penny.

Rather than %Owing the University of California and its representatives as outsiders, many contractors

were glad that someone from the University was interested in their business. Many contractors also had

good relationships with EDD and local ABRs: In almost all cases, the interviewers felt that their rapport with

the contractors was very good. Even if an FLC had been suspicious over the phone, the ensuing

personal contact seemed to bolster credibility of both the interviewer and the study.

To explain the nature and purpose of this research to leaders of interested agencies in each region,

Rosenberg sent letters introducing the project to Agricultural Commissioners arid the Directors of U.C.

Cooperative Extension in all counties where interviewing was to be conducted. Mark Sanders, EDD

Deputy Director, Operations Branch, serit similar letters to EDD Field Office Managers and Agricuitural

Business Representatives in these counties.

Vaupel attempted to call on all of these public officials shortly after arriving in each region. Althoughnot all

were able to meet with her during the time available, the meetings that did take place were fruitful, and

most officials offered unqualified support for the project. Interviewers met also with other interested state

and federal agency officials, university researchers, and community leaders who were helpful in supplying

background information and locating the FLCs selected for the interview sample.

d. Length of the Instrument and Interview

The sheer length of the survey instrument added difficulty to conducting the interviews. The broad scope

of study requested by EDD coupled with diverse interests of project investigators and cooperators
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resulted in complex instrument with a plethora of questions concerning all aspects of FLC business. As

a result, Interviewers normally did not have time to explore the nuances of answers or to engage in

interesting side conversations. In some instances, however, respondents were able to take time to

elaborate at great length with interviewers.

The long interview sessions created problems for contractors as well as challenges for interviewers. Some

respondents were extremely busy and though trying to cooperate had to cope with many incoming calls

during the interview from foremen in the fields and others. Some contractors were simply worn out by the

end of the interview or lost patience with the many questions.

5. Data Handling and Processing

Data used in this study passed through three types of record forms on the way to becoming an analytical

data base. Responses from interviewees were noted on the survey questionnaire, then coded on code

sheets, from which they were enlered into a computerized spreadsheet file.

The single most important instrument used was the survey instrument for farm labor contractors. This

instrument was quite lengthy, requiring considerable time to administer and even more to translate and

verify responses into standardized variable values on code sheets. The worker and grower instruments

were designed to include several questions closely comparable to items on the FLC instrument.

Code sheets were developed to organize answers into a form easily useable for data entry into computer

files. Data from the code sheets were double entered into customized computer spreadsheets, the two

versions of which were electronically compared to verify accuracy. When a discrepancy was revealed

between corresponding cells of the two spreadsheet versions, we referred back to the specific field in the

code sheet, the original field notes, or even to the interviewer. Data corrections were entered to the

master copy of the spreadsheet. Periodic spot checks of spreadsheets against code sheets provided

additional confidence in data accuracy.

The spreadsheets were translated Into a data base for statistical analysis on a mainframe computer.

Programs were written to clean the data before analyses were performed. Problems that surfaced from

programmed checks were resolved case by case, usually after reference to field notes on the

questionnaire or to the interviewer personally.
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Interview data direct from the code sheets were supplemented In FLC files by two types of additional

information: (1) data drawn from EDD, DIR, and DOL records on the IndMdual FLCs interviewed, and (2)

variables derived strictly from interview data. Items drawn from records of these three cooperating

agencies were: (a) SIC code under which the FLC reported to EDD, (b) payroll In each quarter of 1990, (c)

number of employees on payroll for period including the 12th day of each month in 1990, (d) state license

status, and (e) federal registration status.

The derived variables were needed for data analysis, since many pure interview responses were less

meaningful when considered alone or in their original form. Contractors were asked, for example, the

number of customers for whom they had woriced for at least three years. To turn these responses into a

measure more comparable across FLCs (i.e., proportion of long-term customers in 1990) they were

divided by data from the interview item on total number of customers in 1990. Another example involves

specification of commodities in which contractors worked. From each survey respondent up to ten

commodities were recorded and ooded into ten respective variable fields. Measures of crop diversity in

FLC operations can be derived from these ten direct responses.

5. Testing Implications of Response Rates on Survey Items

Virtually all the Interviewed farm labor contractors responded to most questions. Response rates--the

proportion of responses to each question on the survey to the total number of FLCs interviewed--were

above PS percent for most questions. The response rates were substantially lower, however, for several

questions. We examined whether high nonresponse ret3s are likely to imply that the answers of

respondents are not representative of thii) entire sample.

For most of the questions with a low response rate, failure to respond was due simply to the inapplicability

of the question to FLCs who did not answer it. For example, a question about the cost of in-field meals

should yield no answer from a respondent who does not provide meals. Questions about the unit of

output on which a piece rate is based are inapplicable to FLCs who pay only hourly wages. Other than

such items, there are very few questions with a low response rate, and they are inconsequential to the

present analysis.
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Appendix 3

The comparison of survey responses regarding the numbers of workers employed to those reported in the
unemployment krzurance tax collodion process are discussed in Section D, Organization of the Business.

Figure D-3e. Differences Between Payroll Reported In interview and Ul File (all SICs)
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Figure D-3b. Differences Between Payroll Reported In interview and Ul File (SIC 0761)
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Figure D-48. Differences Between Employment Reported in interview and Ul File (Ail SI Cs)
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Figure D-4b. Differences Between Employment Reported in interview and Ul File (SIC 0761)
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Appendix 3. Comparison of Data from Interviews and Ul Files

County 51C

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

751

761

761

761

761

761

761

Ventura 761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

Monterey 761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

Toil Payroll (Dollars)

knerviaws Ul Files

Canab
1,250,000 1,208,498

14,625
780,000 740,050
780,000 825,720
200,000 72,207

5,500,000 864,225
12,600,000 234,901

300,000 117,320
265,000 168,501

1,005,000 999,007
350,860

1,100,000

4,500,000 5,239,865
600,000 301,855

1,600,000 592,113
400,000 253,120

2,000,000 1,762,452
700,000 799,156
950,000 502,802
970,000 695,335
700,030 326,914

1,200,000 659,562
1,900,000 1,809,076
1.000,000 10,563,523

100,000 47,657
415,000 363,412

4,500,000 409,576
75,000 22,322

370,000 313,293
1,200,000 11,307

900,000 724,810
260,000 170,685

12,000 27,503
350,000 307,440

2,000,000 1,242,952
900,000 8136,231

273,582 1,308,653
650,000 308,570

5,000,000 1,215,338

4,500,000 2,443,907
68,876

2,900,000 2,909,092
1,570,000 622,690

2,000,000 1,167,661
1,900,000 1,667,439

1,000,060 370,998
3,218,000 3,159,007

500,000 504,099

% Difference

(Int-UIVUI
I Peak Employment % Difference

(Int-U1)/U1

48

j Interviews Ul Piles

0--"----------17
463600

450 3 +14,900
46 230 350 -34

150 143 45
+177 23 a) +15
+536 2,500 914 +174

45,264 2,360 10 +23,500
+156 40 45 -11

457 60 142 -58
+1 200 175 +14

360 81 +344
400

-14 620 674 -8
+90 200 105 +90

+170 1,200 450 +167
+58 250 288 -13
+13 250 345 -28
-12 100 102 -2
+ea 303 131 +129
+40 150 101 +49

+114 85 132 -36
+82 130 93 +40

+5 350 304 +15
41 500 10,275 -95

+110 22 13 +69
+14 85 78 4

+999 780 97 +704
+236 23 12 +67
+18 65 97 -33

+10,513 250 26 +862
+24 93 172 -48
+52 80 136 -41

-56 14 8 +75
+14 70 107 -35
+61 275 319 -14

42 160 213 -25
-79 703 579 +21

+111 485 236 +106
+311 GOO 300 +200

250

+84 450 545 -17

25 7 +257
0 1,800 1,267 +42

+152 175 230 -24

+71 240 206 +17
+14 115 177 -35

+170 250 'X +229
375 324 +16

-1 03 316 41

111
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County SIC

1

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

781

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

761

(conrd.)

san
Joaquin

Avers's,*
0761

Comparison of Data from Interviews and Ul Flies (cont'd.)

ont-tion
280,000 2,010 +13,830

2,872,062 3,010,566 -6
1,100,000 948,868 +16

800,003 515,617 +56
4,600,000 3,178,1170 +8

500,010 365,434 437
300,000 230,567 +30
803,000 624,856 +28
60,000 68,908 -13

008,000 585,159 +38
84,000 69,738 +213

82,472

180,000 74,950
400,000 413,113

1,000,000 414,927
680,000 342,564

1,800,000 1,011,815
572,680

300,000 451,661
240,000 240,607

26,500 60,670
201,372 180,364
*;600 49,242

400,000 243,684
338,000 328,017
650,000 655,798
200,000 108,192

25,000 23,966
200,000 91,623

495,139
10,180 1,637
65,000 36,129

203,000 71,364
350,000 264,859

20,000 41,678
940.000 928,065

86,000 34,784
80,000 49,960
40,030 26,102

+140

-3
+141

+68

+78

-34

0
-56

+12

-46

+64

43

-1

+85

+8

+118

+622

+80
+180

+32

-62

+1

+156

+60
+53

1,199,465 744,206 +61

113

1 22

% rellCe
tem al-tw (int.uonil

830 1 +82,900
700 608 +15
250 270 -7
200 328 -39
700 1,053 -34
300 133 +126
350 138 +154
350 150 +133

75 17 +341
300 264 +14
100 101 -1

66 74

100 125
380 155

85 83
800 603
100 102

150 207
100 107

15 16

93 5)
75 44
a) 9
10 M

400 240
150 9

19 2
150 13

120 432
8 o

15 7
100 186

160 93

53 104

500 352
150 96
43 25
25 6

30 1 29 1
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-12

-20

+145

442

+33

-2

-28

-7
-6

+80

+70

+889

+218

+67

+1,567
+850

+1,054

-72

+114

-46

+72

-52

+42

+56

+60

+317
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Comparison of Data from Interviews and Ul Fi las (cont'd.)

County SIC

T011iPayroll (Debra) S Ddierenoe Pei* Employment 1% Difference

(Int-U1)/U11nterv Ul Fries (Ini-UlyUl interviews Ul Files

Imperial 722 120,000 193,181 -38 2) 35 -43

9999 344,000 80,417 +328 200 126 +59

722 2,000,003 1,829,261 4 600 766 -22

161 400,000 30Z155 +32 120 84 +43

721 386,000 385,863 0 3D V +11

264,388

9990 1000,000 169,757 +488 600 111 +441

250,000 93

1,500

723 700,000 229,688 +205 250 125 +100

722 150,000 3,423,377 46 160 915 -84

Ventura 5083 169,315 53 19 +163

721 500,00u 471,772 46 36 514 -36

762 3,300,000 2,052,015 +61 590 989 -40

174 400,000 268,337 449 45 42 +7

762 700,000 47,007 +1,389 140 4 +3,400

762 43,072 47,007 -8 4 4 0

171 5,500,000 60,164 +9,042 700 16 +4,275

174 268,000 268,337 0 35 42 A7

179 1,200,000 1,093,347 +10 91 180 -50

722 803,000 27,503 +2,600 3) 8 +275

179 16,000 2

Monterey 722 250,000 315,912 -21 83 174 -66

723 3,000,000 2,802,876 +7 450 430 +5

723 2,500,000 2,081,780 +23 590 356 +66

9999 250,000 436,057 -43 5) 274 412

30,003 25,069 +20 31 32 -+3

723 1,739,316 1,739,314 0 160 219 -27

350,000 65

1,301000 200

Fresno 175 181,000 314,255 -42 75 46 +63

191 326,000 243,701 34 175 29 +503

174 50,000 371,621 -87 3) 48 -38

172 800,000 300

762 6,500,000 5,316,194 +22 260 1,200 -78

762 75,0300 65,223 +15 51 -31

San Joaquin 179 1,500,000 896,388 +67 180 169 +7

172 150,000 86,670 +73 50 32 +56

7361 2,520,000 2,275,876 +11 300 502 -40

191 670,618 150 232 -35

20

Average Non-0761 I 1,077,372 871,517 +24 2 07 223 -7

Average 1,172,102 768,919 +52 280 278 +1

Total
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